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TENDER RECOLLECTIONS.
Sitting, musing, on the sabbath,
I think of days gone by;
Tender thoughts of boyhood lures 
The tear into the eye;
As my mother, kind and gentle,
Appears on memory's stage
To portray the scenes of childhood,
As writ on Love's fair page!
Now, I henr her gentlo counsel,
Receive the honeyed kiss;
While my heart strings thrill with gladness, 
O, the hour is fraught with bliss!
Rut another scene’s before me—- 
My heart is sad with grief;
Sighing, mourning—deeply mourning !
Why was my joy so brief!
Mother, gentle, angel Mother 
Js lying pale and cold,
While I’m gazing, sadly gazing,
On what ? her lifeless mould !
Did I say, “ This is mother?”
I did ! ’tis wrongly given !
Thin in but the earthly casket !
My mother's gone to heaven !
Gone to heaven ! yes, in heaven 
Her spirit sings her lay;
For on earth she plumed her pinions—
My mother used to pray!
Then, my heart, renounce thy sadness!
Thy loss is her great gain !
Press, press forward in her footprints !
Thy mother meet, again !
“Arcanum”
Home, Pike Tp., Knox Co., 0.
cold water is procurable, and a convenient place 
to splash about in. No wonder, then, the poor 
frequent the place instead of attempting the 
performance in their own neat little cottages. 
Biding along the lanes at five o’clock of an af­
ternoon, the commonest sight is to see in front 
of the cottages (in the country where there are 
no public baths) a whole family, very often 
three generations of both sexes, all quite nude, 
sitting in their flat sponging trays, splashing 
away.
If foreigners are sew in those parts, the 
whole party will probably spring up and rush 
to the roadside for a nearer view; but other­
wise, they continue their occupation, evidently 
without the 6lighest sense of improprieiy or 
feeling of shame. Dress, after all, is merely a 
conventional arrangement; and brought up 
from childhood with the eye familiarized to 
nudity, the same ideas and feelings it commu­
nicates to us are unknown to them. It is odd 
how soon the European eye becomes accustom­
ed to it; it is only strange to newcomers.
Bishop Smith says tlie Japanese are the 
most licentious people in the world; perhaps 
they may be so ; but every one I spoke to 
agreed that we have no evidence upon which 
to make such an assertion, and I very much 
question if they are not really less so than any 
other known Pagan community. Polygamy 
is allowed, and concubinage legalized; but the 
Japanese gave me the idea of being far less 
sensual than the Turks, Indians or Chinese ; 
at all events, I know you can go through the 
country, and visit their towns, and see a cer­
tain amount of every-dav inner-life of the peo­
ple, and not be shocked be anything one hun­
dredth part as bad as the streets of London or 
Paris at night, or the saloons of the theatr<s. 
The truth is, it is absurd to judge the Japanese 
by our standard; but I question even whether 
we, with ouV Casinos and Cremornes, “ pretty 
horsebreakers,” and the revelations of Sir C. 
Cresswell’s court, can fling a stone at the mor­
ality of Japan.
leen Ni Houlahan. Or Ireland is cowering 
underground,
“ ’Neath the sod lying low,
Expecting King James with the erown on his
brow.” North British Review.
-a-
Written for the Mt. Vernon Banner.
TWO HOURS OF LIFE.
BZ “ LA DESTINE.”
“ ’ Tis scarcely
Two hours since ye departed; two long hours 
To me, but only hours upon the sun.”
Tieo hours ! yet years may pass away,
E'er we shall meet again ;
And each may bow beneath the sway,
Of sorrow or of pain;
But Oh ! where’er thy lot is cast,
O'er distant land or sea ;
In lonely hours recall the past,
And give owe thought to me.
T<ro hours ! how much of bitterness 
In that brief space may dwell;
How much of hope and joy may die, 
llow many breathe “ farewell;”
Yet, tho’ hope’s flower may sweetly bloom, 
And life look bright to thee,
The hours ye counted on the sun,
Arc long and dark to me.
The Japanese.
The following is an extract from a letter writ­
ten by a geitleman who recently paid a visit 
to J apan:
The people—that is, the lower orders—are 
much to be liked. They are good-humored, 
gentle, and polished in their manners, and far 
superior to the Chinese in almost every respect. 
They have not that ridiculous conceit which is 
the great bar to all improvement in China, but 
are highly inquisitive and most anxious to ac­
quire information, and most ready to profit by 
and adopt all new inventions. When you en­
ter a shop or a peasant’s house, after giving 
you a seat and offering tea, the inmates pro­
ceed deliberately to examine you all over—take 
off your sun spectacles, ask the name, and 
make a note of it, look at your boots, hats, 
gloves, &c, examine the material of which your 
clothes are made, and if you send an article of 
European manufacture to be repaired, they are 
sure to take a copy of it, or send you back a 
copy, keeping the originals themselves as a 
copy.
They can copy aColt’s revolver or a Chubb’s 
lock so that you caanot detect it from the or­
iginal. A gentleman sent a dispatch-box to a 
Japanese cabinet-maker to be repaired. It 
had a Chubb’s patent lock on it. After the 
box had been some time back, his attention 
was accidentally drawn to the lock ; he exam­
ined it, and found a fac simile of the old lock 
had been put in, the man having retained the 
lock as a pattern.
The women also occupy a far higher posi­
tion than they do in China ; they are better ed­
ucated. It is an exception to find a Japanese 
woman of the lower orders who cannot read 
and write. In China the women are kept in 
strict seclusion, never leaving the precints of 
their houses. In Japan, women mix in public 
in all the occupations as well as the amuse­
ments of daily life. She is the partner and 
companion of man—not, as in China, the mere 
slave to his passions.
The first thing that strikes the foreigner, on 
landing in Japan, is the almost total absence 
of dress or clothing in both sexes. The men 
wear nothing but a narrow strip of cloth, and 
the women one robe only, open from the top to 
the bottom and tied round the waist. When 
the dav becomes hot, or when working in the 
fields, the upper half of the gown is slipped 
over the shoulders, and they are naked to the 
waist. The very young women are good look­
ing, and well made ; but they lose their good 
looks at a very early age from early marriage, 
immoderate use of the warm bath, and long 
nursing. They nurse their children often for 
six years, generally for five; the consequence 
is, that at twenty-five they are all old women 
and an old woman without raiment is not a 
picturesque object. They are the cleanest peo­
ple in the world, bathing daily, frequently 
twice or thrice; indeed the bath is to them 
what the cafe is to the French—a place where 
they meet, chat, joke, and listed to the gossip
of the place. , j • t.
Every village has its public bath, and in the 
towns every street two or three. The charge 
for a bath 'is three cash, or one tenth of a pen­
ny sterling. For this any amount of hot and
Peculiarities of the Irish Mind.
The Irish mind turns to some far past, and 
its poets sing of the bygone days as though 
they belonged to a race which has a splendid 
past but a hopeless future. Their true posses­
sions appear to remain in a far-off land that 
lies near the dawn, and is only visible in all 
its glory when looked at across a sea of tears. 
They turn to the proud old houses and the 
great old times ; their chiefs of long and lofty 
line; and all the fields of victory they “thrill 
to name, whose memories are the stars that 
light long nights to shame.” And while the 
colors of dawn bloom in the distance, and the 
glowing reflection flushes their faces, the shad­
ow of sorrow lengthens and darkens as though 
all the visionary splendor was only that of a 
setting sun going down for ever. And the 
voice of the singer has a sound of tears, and 
is as sad as a wind that wails in a graveyard 
at night over the desolate dead. In the midst 
of the bleakest and most shivering present, 
they will turn to warm the chilled heart at 
the glory of their golden time, and find warmth 
and 6olaee in the pictures of their poetry.
While the Ireland of the present may be all 
dark, as the wings of the famine fiend over­
shadow it, and pestilence breathes in the face 
of the people till they turn blue and ghastly, 
and the land is a wilderness of graves, and on­
ly the last groan of breaking hearts, or the 
wild cry ot rebel men, startles the more horri­
ble stillness of despair, they will fly to some 
realm of fancy, or region of whisky-world, and 
find a land where they can walk entranced in 
the light of a sun that shines on lustrous fields 
of harvest‘gold, and ruddy fruits that coine 
out of the earth without planting, because the 
clime is so balmy ; and the princes have a lov­
ing, noble aspect ; the people are radiant with 
a happy look ; plenty reigns and content re­
joices, because the time is so blessed. Poor 
Mangan’s vision of the past was undoubtedly 
seen in whisk-world. But Irish poetry has 
more authentic, if not less amazing, reports of 
a splendid past. In “Prince Aldfrid’s Itinera­
ry through Ireland,” a poem still extant in 
the Irish language, and attributed to Prince 
Aldfrid, afterwards Kink of the Northumbrian 
Saxons, we have a glowing.account of Ireland 
in the seventh century. Unless we look upon 
the Prince merely as a “finder,” in the sense 
of the Medisevals, who called the poet by that 
name, it must have been a wonderful time of 
day indeed for Ireland, and we cannot marvel 
that it should yet dazzle the native imagina­
tion. He tells us that be “traveled its fruitful 
provinces round,” and be found plenty of gold 
and silver, food in abundance, apparel in plen­
ty. He found God’s people rich in pity.
“I also found in Armagh, tho splendid, 
Meekness, wisdom, and prudence blended.” 
What, a different version Irish representa­
tives give now-a-days 1
“I found the good lay monks and brothers 
Ever beseeching help for others,
And in their keeping the holy word,
Pure as it came from Jesus the Lord.
I found in Munster, unfettered of any.
Kings and queens, and poets a-many.”
This will, perhaps, account for the numbers 
that claim royal descent, still “unfettered of 
any” misgivings in making their claim, or 
scruples in putting it forward.
“I found strict morals in age and youth,
I found historians recording truth.”
Can testimony to national veracity go fur­
ther or say more ? The writer could not have 
known what force that statement would ac­
quire for us. But, as though he had a fear 
lest he might not be believed in after times, 
be tells us that he did find all these tilings : 
“I have written sooth.”
Another bard gives us a pleasant picture of 
Ireland in the past. How much of its light­
heartedness, happy health, and generous na­
tionality come from the heart of its translator, 
Mr. Ferguson, and how much may be found 
in the original Irish, we know not; but it is 
as richly stored with delightfulness as a breast 
full of milk for a babe, gracious and satisfy­
ing as Spenser’s description of “Charity:”
“A plenteous place is Ireland for hospitable cheer, 
Where the wholesome fruit is bursting from the 
yellow barley ear ,
There is honey in the trees where her misty vales 
expand,
And her forest paths in summer are by falling wa. 
ters fanned;
There is dew at high noontide there, and springs 
in the yellow sand,
On the fair hills of holy Ireland.
Irish Allegory,
Ireland is mostly represented allegorically. 
The poet often wanders abroad in the purple 
of dawn, the gold of evening, or green of the 
day, and he sees in splendid vision a maiden 
wondrously fair, mdhk as a vestal, yet grand 
as a queen. Her eyes are as the stars of hea­
ven, her teeth are smiling pearls, her gold 
tresses are ringleted and reaching to the knee; 
but never mortal kissed the lily hand, never 
did mortal brow rest on the beautiful bosom. 
This is Ireland, as she sits, perhaps on the 
sea-shore, looking wistfully with her wide blue 
eyes to see if her Deliverer is coming over the 
sea to free her where she is bound, like anoth­
er Andromeda, mourning melodiously.
One of these bards sings :
“We love the antique and the olden,
We gladly glance back to the golden 
And valorful times of our sages and heroes ; 
But those shall no more be beholden.”
Ilis conclusion is indeed a settler, and start­
lingly literal:
“The armies of Britain wield ample 
Resources to vanquish and trample ;
Charles Stuart’s o’erthrow, should ho venture
o’er hither,
Will be dreadful beyond all example.”
The Young Ireland Party.
Nearly twenty years ago there arose in Ire­
land a band of young men, passionate lovers 
of their country and zealous guardians of her 
proudest traditions. They conceived the idea 
of awakening this Deliverer, who should 
stretch forth bis hand and take the sword they 
would forge ready for his clutch. They would 
breathe a new breath of life into Ireland.— 
“Ireland for the Irish” was the motto on their 
banner. Around this banner thronged eager 
spirits, burning high with hope and ardor, who 
set about fighting the battles of nationality by 
press and pen, picture and speech, with all 
the fervor of those three hundred Spartans 
who sold their lives so dearly in the red pass 
of Thermopylae. Among them was the usual 
mixture of human dross, but there was also 
immortal metal. They strove to put a new soul 
into the great body of the people through the 
opening eyes, the listening ears, or, if need 
were, the tingling finger-tips that clasped the 
sword-hilt, and in every wav inspire them to 
lift up the bended brow, and walk erect, 
straight through some gate of glory, into their 
new kingdom of liberty and light. Some 
hearts were broken, some lives were wasted, 
many waves of strength dashed on the wrong 
shore, failed and fell back, worn out and 
wearv. ,
“Large and profitable are the stacks upon the ground: 
The butter and the cream do wond'rously abound, 
The cresses on the water and tho sorrels are at hand, 
And tho cuckoo’s calling daily his note of music 
bland,
And the bold thrush sings so bravely his song i’ tho 
forests grand,
On the fair hills of holy Ireland.”
In all this turning back to the past we are 
continually reminded of a race that has seen 
better days. There is a total want of the fine 
old Norse spirit of self-reliance, and of making 
the best possible of the present. On the con­
trary, among the Irish bards we find a wild 
wailing set up continually for the expected de­
liverer who is to come and restore this golden 
time. Ireland is sleeping, and her people are 
dreaming, with all things in a general state ot 
pause, awaiting for the coming-to of Catha-
Jlr. Pendleton’s Speech.
Mr. Pendleton, of Ohio, in a speech upon 
the “ power of the President to suspend the 
privilege oT habeas corpxrs,” the memorial of 
the Police Commissioners, of the city of Bal­
timore, being considered, concluded as fol­
lows :
We are told that the Constitution was not 
intended for times of civil war. Doubtless our 
fathers hoped that calamity would never be­
fall our land; but they knew human nature too 
well to expect, forever, profound repose. They 
themselves had just emerged from a civil war 
marked by more than the usual trials of a 
revolutionary government; they bad contended 
with the enemy from abroad, and with the to- 
ries in their own midst, and with the remem­
brance fresh upon them, they framed this Con­
stitution and Government, It is an impeach­
ment of their honesty or their good sense to 
say that their work was designed to be opera­
tive during the quiet days of prosperous peace, 
and to be superseded whenever strife and com­
motion should afford both opportunity and 
temptation to a usurper. They intended that 
the Constitution should prevail at all times, in 
war as well as in peace. They intended by it 
to define the bounds of power, and forever to 
restrain it within these bounds. It has done 
so. It lias vested the Government, in some of 
its departments, with all the power which it 
was intended ever should be used. Some pow­
er was not to be used; for our fathers thought 
—their sons should never forget it—that the 
liberties of the people, the rights of the citizen, 
were to be preferred to any form of govern­
ment, even their own handiwork; that when 
they came into collision the Government must 
go down; that it would be better to risk the 
destruction of the Government, than to imper­
il those interests, whose security is only the ob­
ject for which all good governments are crea­
ted.
If the laws are too mild, let them be made 
more stringent; if crimes have not been de­
fined, let them be denounced, and punishment 
assigned them; if officers are corrupt, let them 
be removed; if judges are imbecile or dishon­
est, let them be impeached ; let the machinery 
of the Government all be used, and power en­
ough will be found. Whoever would go be­
yond this, would subvert the Government un­
der pretense of upholding it; "would destroy the 
Constitution under pretense of preserving it.— 
The Constitution is the warrant oftheGovern- 
ment, gives it power and substance, breathes 
into it the very breath of life. The Govern­
ment has no power, no being, except that giv­
en it by the Constitution. The President holds 
his office, the Congress exercises its functions, 
the courts sit and give judgement by virtue of 
its provisions alone. It the Constitution is sus­
pended the Government falls. These officers 
have not—no, not for an instant—more power 
than the humblest and every citizen. To sus­
pend the Constitution in order to preserve the 
Government, would be to stop the^ current ot 
blood in the veins in order to improve the 
health; to take out of the heart in order to 
preserve the life. To preserve the Govern­
ment the Constitution must be be preserved; 
its priciplee must be cherished; its limitations 
must be respected; its prohibitions must be 
obeyed. When these are powerless for its 
preservation, our fathers intended that it should 
fall; for they ordered and established the Con­
stitution “to secure the blessings of liberty to 
themselves and their posterity,” and invented 
the Government only as a machine to admin­
ister it. If it shall ever fail to do this, and 
and if its existence shall ever become incom­
patible with the existence of the Constitution, 
it will have failed in its office, and ought to 
give place to a. more efficient organization.
Every instinct of patriotism, every hope of 
safety, every aspiration for national life, (which 
is with us but tlie emblem of national liberty,) 
should prompt, nay, should command, in thun­
der tones, this people to rebuke every attempt 
at usurpation. “ Let there be no change by 
usurpation,” said Washington, in his farewell 
address, “ for though this, in one instance, may 
be the instrument of good, it is the customary 
weapon by which free governments are destroy-
precedent will give authority; the tone of the 
public mind will be gradually degraded ; its 
sensibility to infractions of public liberty will 
be deadened. The people will yield again and 
still again, till the public sentiment debauched, 
the public virtue destroyed, the national char­
acter tarnished, the national love of liberty di­
minished, they will become an easy prey to 
the tyrant. Each successful aggression upon 
a people’s rights, degrades its appreciation of 
their value, and with the loss of it, the nation 
loses both the desire and the power to main­
tain them.
These are not vain fears. Already they be­
gin to be realized. When, six months ago, 
the writ of habeas corpus was suspended in the 
case of John Merriman, who was held on a 
charge of treason, till the grand jury could 
take action, the liveliest interest was felt 
throughout the country. Now, if public ru­
mor is not greatly at fault, citizens have been 
committed to prison whose only fault is, that 
they have spoken on the hustings or published 
in a newspaper criticisms on his policy dis­
tasteful to the President or his Cabinet; news­
papers have been suppressed ; their transmiss­
ion through the mails refused ; their circula­
tion by express companies prevented; freedom 
of speech and of the press lias been abridged ; 
and in the department of Ohio a second arrest 
by the military has been made after the pris­
oner had been held to bail to answer tliecharge; 
and these things scarcely command a passing 
notice front the mass of the people.
It is vain to say that when the public dan­
ger shall have passed away these usurpations 
will cease, the Constitution will be restored to 
its vigor, and the people resume in peace their 
accustomed liberties. When was it ever so ? 
When was powrer ever shorn of its acquisitions, 
save by the sword ? When were liberties, once 
surrendered, ever reconquered except in blood? 
For the great crime against its own liberties, 
no nation has ever made expiation but in the 
agonies of revolution; without, the shedding of 
blood there is no remission of this sin. You 
cannot make a nation jealous of its rights by 
teaching it that, in times of great public dan­
ger, the citizen has no rights. You cannot in­
crease its manhood of its constancy, or make 
it sensible to dishonor, by teaching that in 
times of danger it must rely noton its own vir­
tue and courage, but on the power and good 
will of its rulers.
No free people should ever listen to this ar­
gument of State necessity. Its history is mark­
ed by the wreck of popular liberty and free in­
stitutions, by the sad tokens of human hopes 
destroyed, and noble aspirations blighted. As 
we look back upon its pathway of desolation 
and trace it even to our times and country, we 
may easily imagine that the very spirit of 
American liberty this day hovers over us and 
tearfully prays that it may not be added to the 
list of victims. This argument is always used 
by the possessors of power; it is a voice which 
issues always from the throne, and if not in­
stantly silenced, it is answered, ere long, in 
the wail of the nation, as it surrenders its lib­
erties in submission to arbitrary power. We 
have seen its effects in our day. An imperial 
throne built upon the ruins of a republic and a 
presidency; built upon the ruins of oaths bro­
ken, rights violated, liberties despised, and a 
nation oppressed, is but the familiar story with 
which we close one page of the history of 
“ State necessity.”
We are told that in times of great public 
danger the people should strengthen the hands 
of their rulers by confidence in the integrity of 
their motives, and in the wisdom oftheir meas- 
Yes, truly ' Strengthen them with the
his divisions. Mr. Cox referred to the general 
conduct of the war, and the character of G-en. 
McClellan. His colleague said the people had 
no faith in the Chief in command. Cox deni­
ed this—what was wanted was a little more 
faith from his reverend colleague. He (Gur­
ley) was a Minister of the gospel, and his 
faith was so large as to take in all mankind 
in his scheme of salvation. If his colleague’s 
faith can take Jeff. Davis and Wigfall into 
Heaven—if he can see Humphrey Marshall 
squeeze through the gates of Paradise, why 
cannot he exercise some faith in the skill and 
strategy of Gen. McClellan, even when some 
of his designs are to him inscrutable ? The 
General in command has to be reserved—if he 
took ever}7 one into his confidencein this leaky 
weather, all his plans would be frostrated.
Mr. Cox inveighed against the fledgling Con­
gressional critics whose experience was mostly 
confined to Bull Run. It used to be consider­
ed necessary for a military critic to know at 
least that the rear rank is just behind the front, 
and that he should be at least a militia officer 
with the bloody experience of a training-day; 
hut here we have a reverend civilian whose 
thoughts ought to be more on the dove than 
on the eagle, whose experience has been con­
fined to conventions and caucuses, criticis­
ing one of the most accomplished officers in 
the military service of any nation. Why, 
years ago, in the Mexican war, these same 
gentlemen who are now so querulous about 
Gen. McClellan, echoed Sumner’s “peaceful 
true grandeur of nations,” and Hosea Bigelow’s 
slang :—
“Fife away, you fifin’ feller—
You may fife till you are yeller 
’Fore you get a hold of me.
Mr. Cox referred, in conclusion, to the ani­
mus of these attacks on Gen. McClellan—it 
was because he w-ould not make this war an 
abolition war. He would not now discuss this 
aspect of our debates. Happily he could an­
nounce that no confiscating or emancipating 
bills can pass this Congress. Let the aboli­
tionists howl on—let Phillips declare that a 
victory by McClellan would only cover up the 
old sla very sore and therefore was to be deplo­
red. He hoped that these attacks on our 
commander, our Constitution, and the Gov­
ernment, which were discuraging to the army 
and the taxpayer, would cease, for the com­
mon object—the restoration of the Union.
from Trumbull County, was left sick in his 
quartern. He lay there tw enty-four hours with­
out a person coming into his room. During 
the time, a wharf-rat thinking him a waif that 
any one might appropriate, commenced on his 
prey by biting him through the nose. On Sat­
urday last, Gen. Bierce took him to his board­
ing house, where he is well cared for. He 
says he brought $70 from home with him, 
which is used up, and the Government owes 
him over $600, and yet he has not money to 
hire a person to keep the rats from devouring 
him alive. Many of the good people of Col­
umbus have taken in the sick soldiers, and 
cared for them with the care of a mother.
The Finger Nails.
Disease not only withers and emaciates the 
human frame, but, after its departure, leaves 
thereon a minute record of its action, very in­
telligible to be experienced and observant eye. 
Few invalids are aware that they bear about 
with them—in fact at their fingers’ ends—an 
accurate register of their past sufferings ; but 
such is the case. In some of the Parisian 
hospitals the surgeons customarily scrutinize 
narrowly the finger nails of patients newly ad­
mitted for the purpose of gleaning there from 
more correct information as to the past pro­
gress of their diseases than could, perhaps, oth­
erwise have been acquired; and so accurate are 
the conclusions thence drawn, as very often to 
astonish the unconscious bearers of the strange 
record. Allowing a certain average daily 
growth for the nails, it has been found, on ex­
amining those of a person w ho had had an at- 
attack of typhus four months previously, that 
towards the centre of the nails, which had at 
that time been their root, a deep and well de­
fined transverse furrow remained, coinciding 
with the accidental interruption of their nu 
trition and growth. The depth of the depress­
ion will always be exactly proportionate to the 
to the severity of the illness, and the breadth 
to its duration ; while, if there had been any 
subsequent relapses, they would he found suc­
cessively indicated at proper intervals, like the 
notches on a tallv-stick.
JSffUiWCflUS.
Hews of the M'tfL
confidence of the people so long as they confine 
themselves to the powers granted by the Con­
stitution, but paralyze them with distrust when 
they begin the wrork of usurpation. Demos­
thenes, in his “ divine philippic,” told the 
Athenians that “ the strongest fortress of a 
free people against a tyrant is distrust.” They 
heeded not his warning, and thenceforth Gre­
cian independence and Grecian liberties were 
but a name. William the Silent taught the 
saint lesson to the northern Netherlands when 
Phillip sought their confidence. They heeded 
its wisdom, and glories clustered for two hun­
dred years around the Dutch republic.
I do not speak to-day in behalf of these inem- 
oralists alone—honorable, upright as 1 believe 
them to he—deprived of their constitutional 
rights as I think they certainly are. I speak 
in behalf of the Constitution, in behalf of the 
liberties of the nation, of the rights of my con­
stituents, of the rights of every citizen in the 
land; and in behalf of them all, I now say that 
this claim of the executive department of the 
right to suspend the privilege of the habeas cor­
pus, to seize and detain the citizen without re­
gard to the provisions and processes of law, 
is utterly utenahle. and that it becomes this 
House—every member of it; the chosen Rep­
resentatives of the people—as well in virtue of 
the oath we have taken to support the Consti­
tution as of the position which we hold in the 
framework of the Government, solemnly—aye, 
solemnly—before God and our countrymen, to 
protest against it.
ed.’
It is attempted now, in times of great ex­
citement, in a moment of great public calami­
ty. If it is permitted now, it will he repeated;
andSam Cox Defends Gen. McClellan 
Pitches into the Abolitionists.
In the House of Represenatives, on Thurs­
day, Jan.30th,
Mr. Cox responded to the attack of his col­
league (Gurley) upon the conduct of the war 
and Gen. McClellan. lie said there were hyp­
ocrites in religion, quacks in medicine, petti­
foggers in law, mushrooms in vegetation, se­
cession in government and military critics in 
Congress. He proceeded to answer the gener­
al charges against Gen. McClellan, because he 
had made no movement on the Potomac. He 
referred to tfee merits of the critic, whose only 
martial experience was acquired at Bull Run, 
and whose brief experience on Fremont’s staff, 
which he deserted when Fremont’s star paled, 
did not make him a military expert fit to criti­
cise a skilful General. He took up the com­
plaints against Gen. McClellan for witholding 
an eager army from victory. In Missouri and 
Kentucky there were no orders from General 
McClellan inconsistent with the most prompt 
movements ;—his orders were to hasten the 
movements without a moment’s delay. He 
referred to the difficulties which Generals Hal­
leck and Buell met with in assuming their 
commands. It was not true, as his colleague 
had said, that Gen. McClellan or Gen. Hal­
leck either, had stopped the march of Curtis, 
Sigel and Asboth after Price. These Generals 
had made a cavalry reconnoissance and had 
called for six regiments from Gen. Pope, which 
had been furnished. A letter from Gen. Hal­
leck to Gen. McClellan two days ago, express­
ed the belief that our army would either heat 
Price, or drive him out. As to the complaint 
that Gen. McClellan had stopped Lander and 
Kelly from capturing Jackson at Romney, he 
showed that it would have been but a Ball’s 
Bluff risk, crossing the river without means 
of recrossing in case of disaster, and that, too, 
when Banks would have had twice the dis­
tance to march which Jackson would have 
had to retreat. Gen. Banks approved of Gen. 
McClellan’s action. As to the non-movement 
of the army here, it cannot be done now for 
the mud. It was never intended by Gen. Mc­
Clellan to attack an equal force in their en­
trenchments ; he intends to do what he is do­
ing, cut off their line of supplies and retreat, 
by taking the Tennessee Railroad ; to this end 
he has given his every energy to aid Buell and
The Mad-Stone.
STATEMENT OF ISAAC M. TALMAGE, ESQ.
At the request of numerous friends I make 
following statement:
On Friday, the 3d day of January, I was 
bitten by a dog which I, in common which 
nearly all the citizens of Le Claire, believe to 
have been mad. Among the remedies to which 
I resorted was a mad-stone. The stone used 
by me is in the possession of Mr. Blake, at 
Lisbon, a station on the Clinton and Cedar 
Railroad, in Linn county. It is about as large 
as the doubled fist of a small man ; is brown 
on all surfaces, save the lower one, which is 
white, and is full of very minute holes set with 
the utmost regularity in scolloped circles, and 
extending entirely through the stone. After 
being soaked in a warm solution of potash ; 
and after the wounds had been thoroughly ex­
coriated, the white surface was gently applied, 
and the stone immediately filled itself with 
matter of a light green color. When full, it 
was removed and cleaned by potash and again 
applied, the operation continuing for some four 
hours, until it would draw no longer. It is 
worthy of remark, that the stone would ab­
sorb nothing hut the green matter, entirely re­
fusing the blood which was running freely from 
the wounds. The sensation produced was, first, 
that of a file roughly drawn over the wounds, 
and after that of needles darting from places 
adjacent to the bite and from other parts of the 
body towards the stone.
Mr. Blake is a plain, straightforward man, 
having none of the characteristics of a quack 
about him, and is a clergyman of the Metho­
dist Episcopal Church. He evidently has the 
utmost confidence, personally, in the virtues 
of liis stone, and relates numerous instances 
of unquestionable hydrophobia cured by it.— 
Some of the parties cured reside in Cordova, 
Ill., some in Muscatine and Louisa counties in 
this State, and and (a lady) in Maquoketa, in 
Jackson county, who, he says, was cured on 
the thirtieth day after the bite, and after she 
had experienced two slight spasms.
It is hut proper to remark that within ten 
minutes after I was bitten, the wounds were 
thoroughly burned out with hydro-cloric acid, 
by Dr. Gamble.
Tim : only will determine whether a cure has 
been effected, arid if effected, others are fully 
as capable as I am of judging of the remedy 
which produces ihe result.
Until the present time, I have considered the 
madstone an unmitigated humbug, hut my skep­
ticism is now shaken. At all events were I 
bitten again, I would travel thousands of miles, 
if possible, to find the same stone.
ISAAC M. TALMAGE.
Le Claire, Scott Co., Iowa, Jan. 17.
Odd Wedding Ceremony.
Henry E. Holloway, “Cousin Reuben,” and 
Miss Harriet Id. Annable, “Granny Slocum,” 
of the “Old Folks” troupe, were recently mar­
ried at the Musical Fund Hall, Philadelphia, 
by the Rev. Dr. Wadsworth, before an immense 
audience. The ceremony took place on the 
stage. The bridegroom was dressed in a very 
long brown coat, reddish waistcoat, Hessian 
hoots, bell crowned hat, and long hair of the 
pattern of 1790, and the biideasan old woman 
of the same period in a short waisted, fawn 
colored silk, with a very high cap.
A very curious wedding ceremony lately took 
place at Mellor, England. The bride and bride­
groom, who walked to the church arm in arm, 
were preceded by two men on donkeys, the 
men arrayed in white hats, white waistcoats, 
white gloves, &c„ while the donkeys had white 
ear caps. One of these heralds was armed 
with a hell which he rang incessantly. Fol­
lowing the bride and bridegroom were the 
groomsman and the bridesmaid, who also 
walked arm in arm. Then came a cavalcade 
of ten donkeys, ridden by men who wort’s uni­
form similar to that, of the heralds; and in the 
rear a man on horseback, who was armed with 
a whip, with which he kept the unfortunate 
donkeys up to the mark.
Secretary Stanton.
A Washington letter thus describes the per­
sonal appearance and traits of Mr. Stanton :
The new Secretary of War, Mr. Stanton, is 
a stout, thick-set man, about five feet eight 
inches high, and apparently about forty years 
of age. Hair and heard very black, the latter 
worn thick and long. His head is set very 
erect on his shoulders, if anything a little 
thrown back. His face is round and solid in 
expression, with blunt features. His address 
is prompt and practical : his voice is full, dis­
tinct and unmusical. He has never studied 
the art of pleasing, and has not the gift of pay­
ing compliments in conversation. An exhibi­
tion of his thoughtlessness in this regard was 
manifested on Monday, when the officers of 
the army called to pay their respects to him on 
his induction into office.
An officer, well sprinkled with gray, hut yet 
with quite a vigorous step and clear eye, was 
presented to Mr. Stanton. The latter recog­
nized him, and shook him warmly by the hand, 
saying: “I remember you well I saw you many 
years ago, when you were in the prime of life, 
and I was a little boy about so high;'’ and tlie 
new Secretary measured with his hand, as he 
said this, an imaginary lad of not over ten 
years old. The sturdy old General turned and 
walked off without a word in reply, evidently 
not thinking himself so old as Mr. Stanton’s 
remarks would have implied.
Omniferousness of Mules.
A letter from Sherman’s brigade, Camp Mor­
ton, near Bardstown, Ky., Jan. 6th, says:
“ Besides having the wants of the men of 
the regiment to supply, I have 78 mules and 
11 horses to take care of. The mules cause 
me more trouble than all else, for the scound­
rels will break loose at night and wander away, 
which causes a good deal of trouble and confu­
sion in the morning. Then they eat every­
thing. If they get short of hay they eat the 
wagons. One of our wagons has the tongue 
almost eaten off; another has the spokes on 
the wheel eaten nearly through. If they are 
forbidden this pleasure, they eat each other’s 
tails, and since the mule tails are shaved oft', 
they have taken to the horses, and now every 
horse in the regiment is a “boh taill” from the 
same cause, except Dr. Mack’s and mine.— 
They have already disabled two or three team­
sters, who sooner than be bothered with them 
pave gone hack to the ranks.”
Removing Grease Spots.
A simple agent for removing Jgrease spots 
from silk and woolen fabrics is very useful.— 
Carbonate of magnesia, saturated with benzole, 
and spread upon a grease spot to about one- 
third of an inch in thickness, answers well for 
this purpose. A sheet of porous paper should 
he spread upon the benzoted magnesia, and a 
flat iron, moderately warm, put upon the top 
of all. The heat of the iron passes through 
and softens the grease, which is then absorbed 
by the porus magnesia. The flat iron may he 
removed in the space of one hour, and the 
magnesia dust brushed off. Soapstone may 
be used in the same manner, and answer near­
ly as good a purpose.—Scientific American. 
Fatal Duel.
Two Rebel Officers Killed—The following 
is as extract of a letter from the rebel army of 
the Potomac in the Richmond Despatch:
A very foolish and fatal duel, originating in 
a quarrel about the price of a box of candles, 
was fought on the 24th inst., near Young's 
mill, in the Peninsula, between Dr. Forward 
and Lieut. Jones, both of Col. Hunt’s regi­
ment of Louisiana Volunteers, which termina­
ted mortally to both parties. Only one report 
was heard, and the combatants fell in their 
places, and died in a few minutes. Within 
the last two days an affair of honor has been 
ripened into a hostile meeting between two of­
ficers of high rank now in Richmond, but was 
nipped in the hud yesterday hv the timely ar 
rest of one of the principals at his hotel.
A Rat Eating an Officer!
A Columbus coreespondent of the Summit 
County Beacon writes:
In Akron you know hut little about the evils 
of the war. The other day. when the 29th 
Regiment were ordered to Virginia, they had 
not received their pay—many were ragged, and 
the officers could not buy a saddle or bridle.— 
Major Clemmcr, of your county, was ordered 
to the command of his regiment, but there was 
the rub. He had a horse, but no saddle, nor 
money. Mr. Bierce, the Senator from, your 
District, Mr. Rockwell, Representative from 
Portage, and Judge Spalding, purchased for 
him a $45 saddle, and Mr. Johnson, the Rep­
resentative from your county, gave him $10 in 
money. On leaving their Camp, Capt. Hays,
A Model Proclamation.
The present is a war of long-winded procla­
mations. The people would he glad, however, 
if our generals would borrow srme of that terse 
and direct style which distinguished the fath­
ers. Witness the proclamation of old Ethan 
Allen to the rebellious town of Guilford, Ver­
mont, in 1790:
“ Proclamation—I, Ethan Allen, declare 
that if the inhabitants of the town of Guilford 
do not instantly and peaceably submit to the 
constituted authorities of the State of Vermont, 
said town shall be rendered as the cities of 
Sodom and Gomorrah—by !“Ethan Allen.
History telle us that the Guilfordists read 
the proclamation and very sensibly acquiesced.
_ A general order dated at Leavenworth has
been issued that all armed hands in the State 
of Kansas not in the service of the United 
States ehall immediately disband, and that 
troops crossing the Kansas border into Mis­
souri without due authority shall be held to 
strict account.
— On Saturday last, the second etone fleet 
was sunk in the only remaining open channel 
leading to Charleston.
— Four United States eteamera and three 
sailing vessels are now in search of tho priva­
teer Sumter.
The roads in southern Kentucky are so 
bad as to prevent for the present any forward 
movement of the army.
— Tlie Governor of Louisiana has vetoed 
the bill for loaning to the cotton planters $7,- 
000,000 in State treasury notes.
The Paris Presse s&vs the French Gov­
ernment will receive neither Mason nor Sli­
dell, nor any other southern commissioners.
— The Independence Beige says that Franca 
will assume the initiative in the remonstrance 
against the blockade ofthe southern ports, and 
England will only afford France moral sup* 
port.
— The Moniteur says that the Partisans in 
England for the recognition of the South ara 
increasing and no doubt there are many advo­
cates of this measure in Parliament.
— Seventeen vessels of war are in Pamlico 
Sound in full readiness to make an attack in 
that quarter. Gen. Burnside is preparing his 
forces to move in connection with the fleet.
— Gen. Seigel has arrived at Rolla, Mo., 
from St. Louis, and it is understood that he 
will go forward with the expedition now under 
wav at that place. Gen. Curtis and staff' have 
also joined the army in the field.
— The Hon. Hamilton Fish, and Bishop 
Ames reached Washington on Thursday, and 
had a consultation with the Secretary of War 
in regard to the relief to be furnished Union 
prisoners at the South.
— A Government vessel of war, while en­
gaged with a rebel battery on the Potomac, en­
deavored to fire one of the guns, but it could 
not be discharged. The load was withdrawn, 
and the cartridge found to be filled with sand.
— An oil well which yields nearly 2,000 bar­
rels a dav, has been struck at Enniskillen 
Mich.
— Col. Harvey Brown, in command at Fort 
Pickens, has been compelled to ask to be re­
lieved, on account of a dropsical affection.
— The shock of an earthquake was felt on 
the evening of the 23d inst., at Salem, Beverly, 
Lynn and Marblehead, Mass.
— The City Council of Baltimore have pass­
ed a resolution ordering all disloyal teachers 
in the public schools of that city to be dismiss­
ed, and Union teachers put in their places.
— James Brown, indicted some months ago 
for the murder of John Sheridan Hogan, a 
member of the Canadian Parliament, lias been 
convicted at Toronto, and is to hang on tha 
10th of March.
— The funeral of ex-President Tyler took 
pilace on the 21st instant, and was attended by 
Jefferson Davie and his Cabinet, and by tha 
members ofthe rebel Congress.
— Extensive frauds in army contracts have 
been discovered in Philadelphia, and Messrs. 
Odell, of New York and Covode, of Pennsyl­
vania (members of the House Committee on 
the conduct of the war), have gone to Phila­
delphia to investigate.
— An aged negro died recently at Dayton, 
Ohio, who had played the violin and called the 
figures, while Aaron Burr led Mrs. Blenner- 
hasset through “the mazy,” on Blennerhasset 
Island. He was the first “colored child” horn 
in Ohio, and his name was James Davis.
— Bauks and Bankers in every section of 
the country are making their checks and drafts 
“ payably in Current funds. “ Current funds” 
means any kind of paper money that is banka­
ble where the draft is payable.
-e-The Kentucky rabels are said to be dread­
fully short of money. General Hardee can’t 
pay his washerwoman, and General Buckner’s 
children go barefoot. Mrs. General Buckner 
was educated at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and it 
is reported that he has resigned.
— Denver, in Colorado territory, was a few 
years ago a wilderness: now, according to a 
local paper, 20,613 letters have been sent from 
the Denver post-office in the last ninety days.
— Gen. Sherman has wiitten a statement 
lenying that any projected operations at Port 
Royal have been abandoned on account of dif­
ferences between him and Commodore Dupont, 
and adds that there is a cordial co-operation 
between that officer and himself.
— Resolutions expunging the Wisconsin 
Nullification Act have passed the lower branch 
of the Legislature of that State, by a vote of 
84 to 7. The Milwaukee News says “this is 
the first triumph of Democratic principles in 
the Assembly for many years. It is magnifi­
cent and complete.”
— The Prince of Wales proposes to start 
some time this month on a visit to the Holy 
Land, and other places of sacred and classical 
interest in the East.
— The confederates are engaged in sinking 
vessels and placing other obstructions in the 
channels passing near Roanoke Island leading 
from Pamlico to Alherniarle Sounds, and al­
so in the other North Carolina waters.
— The Free Press, of London, declares that 
Prince Albert was poisoned at tlie instigation 
of Lord Palmerston who regarded him as a 
hindrance to his political plans.
— The London Morning Herald states that 
arrangements are making for the establish­
ment of lines of steamers from Liverpool to 
Charleston, to New Orleans, and to Norfolk.
— Prince Albert and the Dutches of Kent 
were, and Queen Victoria is, of the Sweden- 
borgian persuasion.
— Rebel authority states that the aggregate 
amount of contributions from the rebel States 
to the Confederate army in Virginia during the 
last three months was $1,515,898-
— A cotemporary fitly describee the late 
speech of Owen Lovejoy as “ the mere ecstacy 
of moonstruck madness.”
— Drafting in Connecticut for the war is not. 
popular, but profitable nevertheless, for the 
Slate. The tines received under the law amount 
already to $60,000.
_ Private letters from Archbishop Hughes
and Thurlow Weed, just received by Secretary 
Seward, give a very hopeful view of our cause 
in England and France.
— The Paris Moniteur calls the attention of 
Europe to the stone blockade of Charleston 
harbor, and calls it a vindictive prosecution of 
hostilities by the Federal Government.
— The Sumter has been ordered by the 
Spanish Government to leave Cadiz, and she 
has gone to Giberalter. On her last cruise, she 
is reported (doubtless erroneously) to have 
captured seventeen vessels-, six of which was 
released by order ofthe Spanish authorities.
— Senator Latham has received a dispatch 
stating that the California Legislature unani­
mously voted to assume her portion-of the war 
tax and pay in gold.
— Toledo, Feb. 3.—Lieutenant Waterman, 
U. S. A., stopping at the Oliver House in this 
city, shot himself Feb. 1. He is supposed to 
be mortally wounded."
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GREAT FEDERAL VICTORY!
We give elsewhere ia this paper an accouat 
of the capture of Fort Henry, in Tennessee.— 
Thia was one of the strong holds of the rebels.
It is situated on Tennessee river, about fifty 
miles from its mouth, we believo at the point 
where the Big Sandy joins that stream. This 
ia one of the most important victories won by 
the Federal® during the war. The route of 
the rebels was complete and overwhelming.
“MR. CHASE’S PLAN OF NATIONAL 
FINANCE.”
We have received from Washington, under 
frank of the Register of the Treasury, a six­
teen page pamphlet, entiled : “JVofe* explan­
atory of Mr. Chase's Plan of National Finance,’’ 
issued from the “Government Printing office.” 
Any person who has given the Currency ques­
tion the slightest consideration, after perusing 
this ‘Tian” of Gov. Chase, will not be likely 
to receive a favorable impression in regard to 
its wisdom and practicability.
The leading object of the pamphlet appears 
to be to convince the world that the currency 
of the Constitution, Gold and Silver, is a “token 
of barbarism,” and that paper promises are 
“a svnibol of civilization.” Th® Secretary 
•ays :
“Coin is properly a token of barbarism, as 
credit is a symbol of civilization. As promi- 
•03 on paper are more convenient than coin, 
so these promises, well secured, will be prefer­
red to coin in exchanging values. As we are 
a civilized people, accustomed to obeying laws 
and respecting our law-givers, it is but natural 
that we should prefer a promise, when well se­
cured, to coin.”
Having established this foundation, the Sec­
retary proceeds to argue that bis plan “does 
not, in any degree, involve the Constitutional 
question but we think he does not make 
that point verj' clear.
The Secretary then comes to the gist of his 
plan, which is, instead of making the Treasu­
ry notes a direct circulating medium, to make 
them a basis for Banking operations, and then 
to convert all the Banks that may agree to re­
ceive the Treasury notes, into “National In­
stitutions.” He says:
“The absorbent the Secretary proposes to 
create, is a demand from the banks ana banking 
associations for a security upon xchich to base the 
issues of all banks that shall make application at 
the Treasury for circulating notes ; and to encou­
rage that demand, he proposes to make the 
notes issued by all the banks and banking as­
sociations now existing, or that may hereafter 
•xist, that obtain these secured circulating 
notes, receivable in payment for all taxes and 
• other public dues, except duties on imports, 
at par in all parts of the United States, and he 
proposes also to pay them to all public credit­
ors that will receive them.”
And, again, the Secretary says :
"Any bank that shall invest all its capital 
In these bonds, and receive circulating notes 
therefor, will greatly advance the interest of 
its shareholders and customers. The capital 
will be safely invested at six per cent., and if 
it can loan out all its bills to customers, so as 
-•to keep them in circulation, it will he making 
twelve per cent, per annum. Thus, it is very 
likely that interest and patriotism may induce 
the owners of banks to invest all their capital 
in these bonds, and if any of them shall do so, 
the Secretary should be authorized to use such 
institutions as fiscal agents without demand­
ing any further security from them.”
If this “plan” of Secretary Chase is carried 
into •fleet, wc shall probably have in opera­
tion in this country several hundred “Nation­
al Banks,” whose notes will be made a “legal 
tender,” in violation of the express provisions 
of the Constitution. Through this grand 
•eheme, our immense National debt, instead 
ef being honestly paid, will he entailed upon 
posterity in the shape of a boundless ocean of 
Bank paper promises, to inflate price of land 
and produce, to encourage extravagance, pro­
mote all kinds of speculation, and to make the 
“rich richer and the poor poorer.” Thus would 
th« darling object of the old Federal party—a 
National Bank and a National Debt—he fully 
realized ; and we suppose, according to the 
axiom of that party, the “greater the debt the 
$r»st»r will be the blessing.”
TAX UPON KNOWLEDGE.
There is a proposition before Congress to le­
vy a tax upon the circulation of all newspa­
pers, in order to bring money into the Nation­
al Treasury. We are thus, under Republican 
rule, gradually, but surely, adopting the oner­
ous systems of taxation, which have distin­
guished the monarchies of Europe, and made 
them eo odious to all free thinking, liberty 
loving people. A stamp duty upon papers 
would deprive the great mass of the American 
people of the the advantage of cheap and use­
ful knowledge, and would have the effect of 
limiting the circulation of papers to the weal­
thy few, as is now the case in England. Thia 
may suit the views of the Republican leaders, 
who are aping the fashions and adopting the 
follies of the rotton monarchies across the wa­
ter; but we imagine it will raise a storm 
amongst the poor but honest laboring people, 
whose chief luxury has been to read the news 
and politics of the day, and thus become as 
well posted in public affairs as those upon 
whom fortune has showered her blessings.
EXPULSION of senator bright.
As we anticipated, the resolution expelling 
Senator Bright, passed the Senate on Wednes­
day last, by a vote of ST yeas to 14 nays.— 
Those who voted in the negative were, Messrs. 
Bayard, Cowan, Carlisle, Harris, Kennedy, 
Latham, Nesmith, Pearce, Powell, nice, Sauls­
bury, Ten Eyck, Thompson and Willey—14.
Now, let us see if the Senate will expei the 
Abolition traitors who hold seats in that body
_ the men who presented petitions to dissolve
the Union, and have done every thing in their 
power to bring the present calamities upon the 
country.
Jim Lane’s expedition, says the Chica­
go Times, is assuming about the shape we have 
supposed it would take. Gen. Hunter, the 
(General in command in that department, an­
nounces his purpose to lead the expedition him. 
self. Probably he will next assume that Jim 
L vN£ will he left behind. Lane, however, has 
had the gratification of some newspaper noto­
riety in the matter of the expedition, and doubt­
less this is what he has been driving at. How 
do those Republican newspapers winch have 
been blowing hie trumpet feel now?
ENDEAVORING TO CRIPPLE THE GOV­
ERNMENT.
We desire to call the attention of Secreta- 
tarles Chase and Seward to the fact that, sev­
eral leading Republican families here in this 
little aristocratic City of Mount Vernon, as 
we are credibly informed, have taken to using 
Rve Coffee, on account of th® high prices of 
the berry imported frons Rio Janeiro and St. 
Doming®. When th« fact is known that the 
high price of the imported article is the inevi­
table r®enlt of th® tax imposed by the Govern­
ment, for th® purpoa® of raising money to car­
ry on the present war, is it not obvious that to 
cease using th® imported article, and to us® 
“Old Rye” ia its stead, is nothing hut an at­
tempt to cripple the Government., and in that 
wav “ lend aid and comfort to the enemy.?
It would probably not- be advisable for us to 
give the names of those who are thus engaged 
in withholding material aid from the Govern­
ment that protects them ; but it is to be hoped 
that the mere mention of the fact will be suf­
ficient to prevent a repetition of the offence.
Men have been sent to Forts Lafayette and 
Warren for much lighter offenses than the one 
we have alluded to; but the wrong-doers in 
this case being good and true Republicans, who 
voted for Old Abe and thereby assisted in put­
ting a sectional party in power, we do not ex­
pect anv effort will be made at Washington to 
put a stop to their drinking Rye Coffee, or any 
otlies had practice.
P. S. We have not heard as yet of any 
Democrat trying to cheat the Government 
by refusing to buy “ store Coffee.”
We notice by the Washington correspondent 
that Mrs. Lincoln is to give a dancing party 
to-night. Mrs. L., if she is the President's 
wife, is only a woman, and we are disposed to 
be charitable with her, hut we submit it toany 
one if this is time for dancing. We are too 
much reminded of Nero fiddling while Rome 
was burning. A dance in the White House, 
and the country going to ruin. A contrast, 
verily. The people are in earnest with the 
war, groaning for the salvationof the country, 
and Mrs. Lincoln, and the rest of the Govern­
ment, are indulging in the giddy maze of waltz 
and a quadrille. Better be praying.—Mans- 
field Herald.
We are a little surprised to sea an ar­
ticle like the above in a Republican paper.— 
It is evidence that a residence in Fort Lafayette 
has no terrors for the Editor. So long as Mrs. 
Lincoln can carry $600 shawls, sport at the 
watering places and operas with gentleman be­
decked with lace and buttons, and give fash­
ionable balls in the House once occupied bv 
Martha Washington, the groans of the sick 
and dying on the battle-field, and the heart 
rending sobs of the widowed mother and her 
famishing little ones, will never reach her 
ears. Mrs. Jame3 Gordon Bennett and Mrs. 
Abraham Lincoln can hold high canival in 
the White House, and nothing will disturb the 
flow of their enjoyment; for is not Washing­
ton garrisoned by one hundred forts and five 
hundred thousand glistening bayonets ? “ All
is quiet on the Potomac,” therefore “ on with 
dance, let joy b® unconfined,” says Mrs. Liu- 
coln.
Another Screech.
The Abolitionists are abusing Gen. Mc­
Clellan because he has approved of the expul­
sion of the “Hutchison Family” for the army 
of the Potomac. This Hutchison Family are 
unfortunately’ somewhat afflicted with mental 
weakness, which, added to their mania for 
singing silly’ negro songs, makes them appear 
very ridiculous sometimes. But while their 
eccentricities delight the Abolitionists, they 
only disgust all sensible people. We presume 
the army of the Potomac have something else 
to attend to besides listening to the negropho- 
hia ravings of these long-haired, skeleton- 
shanked creatures. Gen. McClellan did just 
exactly right, to eend them “ home where they 
belonged.”
Mr. Cox’s Speech.
Hon. S. S. Cox delivered a brilliant speech 
in Congress the other day, in reply to the Rev. 
Mr, Gurley, the Abolition member from Cin 
cinnati, a brief abstract of which is given on 
our first pag®. It sparked with gems of wit 
and satire from beginning to end. The Wash­
ington correspondent of the Joarnal of Com­
merce says of this speech :
“In the way of knock-down argument the 
speech of Mr. Cox of Ohio against his collea­
gue Mr, Gurley’ i® pronounced as almost une ­
qualled. Even the reporters were astounded 
at the rapidity with which he spoke, as well 
as the number of his ideas, and the friends of 
Mr. Gurley regret that he should have givj-n 
occasion for such a damaging assault.”
“The Fight Goes Bravely On.”
Major Sapp came out last week, through 
his personal organ, the Express, in an article 
of some three columns in length, vindicating 
himself against the damaging charges of the 
Republican, in regard to his financial opera­
tions as chairman of the bogus “Union” party’ 
of this county. The Major’s article was cun­
ningly drawn up, and form the long array of 
“ facts and figures,
friends considered it an extinguisher. Mr. 
Ramsey occupies nearly an entire^age of his 
last paper with this sappy controversy and 
come3 down upon the Major like a game 
chicken on a little banting. We think thus 
for Ramsey has decidedly the best of the con­
troversy. Go on, gentlemen, go on 1
EDITORIAL BREVITI1S.
We acknowledge the receipt of a copy 
of tha Report of General Buckingham. It 
is an interesting and valuable record of the 
Volunteer artnv of Ohio. Most of the facts in 
the Report have already been given to our 
readers.
James II. Smith, formerly editor of the 
Ohio Statesman, and recently’ Clerk of the 
Court, died at Columbus on the 2d inst., in the 
38th year of his age. lie was a son-in-law of 
Gov. Medarv.
The Radicals in Congress now’ discover 
that they are in a minority in their crazy pro­
ject of freeing and arming the slaves. They 
howl and snap and snarl, but they will have 
to stay out in the cold.
A “forward movement” on the Poto­
mac is expected to take place very’ soon, so the 
wise ones at Washington pretend to say.— 
That is the same old story we have heard for 
nearly a year.
ItesF“ Gen. Halleck has required all the cler­
gyman of St. Louis to take the oath of alle­
giance. Such swearing amongst the clergy 
was never heard of before.
JBsa?' The late municipal election in Wheel­
ing, Va., resulted in the triumpant election of 
the Democratic Mayor and all the other City- 
officers.
Gen. Jim Lane has returned to Wash­
ington, terribly miffed, because Gen. Hunter 
will not permit him to engage in a crazy Abo­
lition marauding expedition, which would he a 
disgrace to the army and to the nation.
Miss Evans, who gained considerable 
notoriety as the author of the sensation novel 
“Beaulah,” recently presented a flag to the 
regiment called the Beulah Guards, garrison­
ing Fort Morgan, Mobile harbor, and made a 
speech on the occasion.
JJsS"1 Most of the vessels of the Burnside 
Expedition had started from the mouth of the 
Inlet towards Roanoke Island. 'IJie greatest 
panic prevails in Norfolk and Richmond in re­
gard to the expedition.
JPAjX" The recent report of the amount re­
quired to repair the Chesapeake and Ohio Can­
al is officially’ contradicted, as is also the re­
ported number of sick in General Lander’s 
command at Cumberland. The figures in both 
cases are pronounced to be exaggerations.
A few hours of clear weather yesterday 
enabled your correspondent to get a view of 
the surroundings of Harper's Ferry, hut he 
failed to discover any forces of the enemy, be­
yond a mounted picket.
The despatches received at the State 
Department are regarded as conclusive of a 
complete restoration of the entente cordiale be­
tween the United States and Great Britain, and 
of the best possible understanding with France 
and the other continental States.
JKaT' Large dealers are trying to cut down 
the tax on liquors. They say the product of 
the distilleries in the country is six hundred 
million gallons. If this is true a tax of ten 
cents on a gallon will produce sixty millions. 
Probably more will be imposed.
The State Auditor of Iowa reports 
twenty-four county treasurers in delault to the 
total amount of §70,075. The largest amount 
is Dubuque county $13,019.
ffssff' The infant daughter of the late Colo­
nel Colt, of Hartford, died on Monday of last 
week. The only remaining child is a litile hoy- 
four years of age.
The N. Y. Tribune is out, “flat-footed,” 
against the restoration of the Union under the 
present Constitution—so is Jeff Davis. One 
is as loyal as the other, and no more so.
fe-j' The Republican newspaper correspon­
dents are try ing to make out Mr. Ely a seces­
sionist because he expresses some anxiety-about 
the result of the present contest.
Secretary Chase in his letter to the 
Committee of Ways and Means, says that he 
has great aversion to making anything but 
coin a legal tender in payment of debts, hut 
it is at present impossible, in consequence of 
the suspension of the banks to procure coin en­
ough for disbursements.
The New York World says that the de­
termination of Secretary Stanton to compel 
the contractors for the Burnside expedition to' 
refund the money they tried to swindle the 
Government out of, or go to prison, is calcula 
ted to make that gentleman the most deserved­
ly- popular man in America.
Thurlow Weed, in a letter from Paris, 
Jan. 16th says : our enemies are at work en­
deavoring and hoping to create fresh difficul­
ties. Upon the meeting of Parliament a stren­
uous effort will be made to violate the Block­
ade. England, it is eaid will he urged to this 
course by France. The cause, in part, for this 
is the want of cotton.
Plenty to Eat.
Jt is time the vain hope of “starving out” 
the Confederate States was dismissed. This is 
shown whenever opportunity is had of learn­
ing their real condition. They are suffering 
only from the lack of luxuries. The corres­
pondent of the Cincinnati Gazette, writing af­
ter the Battle of Mill Spring, says :
“To our men, accustomed to live in cold 
tents, the rebel camp seemed almost a para­
dise. The most of the regiments were furnish­
ed with log huts, warm, comfortable and home­
like. In the commissary department they 
were much better supplied than we have been. 
No crackers, hut good corn bread and biscuit
The Origin and Birthplace of Secession.
The doctrineofsecession, (says the New Y ork 
Argus,} or the right of a Rtate’or states to with­
draw from the Union at pleasure, has in late 
years been so pertinaciously asserted by the J 
South, and finally put, or attempted to he put 
in practice hv several southern states, that the 
popular idea seems to he, that secession is in­
digenous to southern latitudes, and had its ori­
gin and birthplace in the southern states.— 
From the nullification days of 1832, when 
Jackson, at the head of the government, ap­
plied, the strong arm of the law on one hand' 
while he set about removing the cause of com­
plaint on the other, down through a period of 
nearly thirty years, to the breaking out of the 
present rebellion, or revolution, the southern 
people have been credited with the original 
patent for the doctrine upon which secession is 
based. Even Mr. Everett, in his recent lec­
tures “ on the war and its causes,” falls into 
the common error of attributing the whole, or 
nearly the whole evil connected with this ques. 
tion, to a product of the southern mind; while 
others, less versed in the history of the coun­
try, seldom revert to the earlier periods in our 
national existence, but content themselves with 
dating their political theories from the days of 
Jackson and South Carolina nullification.— 
Some of them, indeed, express the profoundest 
regret that we have not now’a President todeal 
with rebels in the Jacksonian style; a wish in 
which we can most heartily join, since that 
would lead at one and the same time to a de­
feat of the rebels and the discomfiture of the 
anti-slavery agitators.
Probably most politicians of the-Republican 
school, will readily’ claim that if that hard-fis­
ted and obstinate statesman, Titomas H. Ben­
ton, were now living, he would he not only a 
Union man, but an advocate of the sternest 
measures for subduing the enemies of the Gov­
ernment. Probably he would; hut we have 
good reason also for believing that he would 
hold the anti-slavery men of the North respon­
sible for the principle of secession in its incep­
tion, and that while striking efficient blows at 
the rebellion, he would favor the removal, as 
did Jackson in 1832, of the causes of dissatis­
faction and complaint. On this point we have 
the recorded opinion of the departed states­
man. In his “Thirty Years’ View,” vol. 1. 
page 4, under the head of “preliminary view,” 
in giving some of the results and consequen­
ces of the war of 1812-15, he holds the follow­
ing language:
The doctrine of secession—the right of a 
State or a combination of States, to withdraw 
from the Union, was born of that war. It was 
repugnant to the New England States, and op­
posed by’ them, not with arms, hut with argu­
ment and remonstrance, and refusal to vote 
supplies. They had a convention, famous un­
der the name of Hartford, to which the design 
of secession was imputed. That design was 
never avowed by the convention, or authenti­
cally’ admitted by any leading member; nor is 
it the intent of this reference to decide upon 
the fact of that design. The only intent is to 
show that the existence of that convention 
raised the question of secession, and presented 
the first instance of the greatest danger in the 
working of the double form of our government 
—that of a collision between a part of the 
states and the federal government. This ques­
tion, and this danger first arose then—grew 
out of the war of 1812—and were hushed by 
its sudden termination ; hut they’ have reap­
peared in-a different quarter, and will come in 
to swell the objects of the Thirty Years’ View. 
At the time of its first appearance, the right 
of secession was repulsed and repudiated by 
the democracy generally, and in a large degree 
by the federal party—the difference be­
tween a Union and a League being better un­
derstood at that time when so many of the fath­
ers of the new government were still alive.— 
The leading language in respect to it south of 
the Potomac was that no State had a right to 
withdraw from the Union—that it required the 
same power to dissolve as to form the Union— 
and that any’ attempt to dissolve it, or to ob­
struct the action of constitutional laws, was 
treason. If since that time, political parties 
and sectional localities, have exchanged atti­
tudes on this question it cannot alter the ques­
tion of right, and may receive some interest 
from the development of causes which produce 
such changes. Secession, a question of specu­
lation during the war of 1823, has become a 
practical question (almost) during the Thirty 
Years; and thus far lias been “compromised,” 
uot settled.
It is well occasionally to look hack and ex. 
amine the relations of parties, and to inquire 
whether some portion of the responsibility 
which attaches to the present conflict, does not 
belong to us ; and whether we have not a dou­
ble duty to perform, if we would restore the 
Union to its original condition. If wc hold to 
a rigid accountability those who have taken 
up arms against us, ought we not, in common 
fairness, to purge our own consciences of the 
guilt of furnishing an excuse for the rash acts 
of the Southern States ? Let us adopt the the­
ory so successfully put in practice by Jackson, 
in putting down South Carolina nullification. 
While he thundered the threats of military 
power, which they well knew he would surely 
enforce, he actively and vigorously plied his 
influence to secure to the discontented spirits 
their just and equitahl
stitution. Seeing this, and not doubting his 
earnestness in enforcing the power of the gov­
ernment, they speedilv returned to their alle­
giance.
Official Report of the Battle of Somerset.
The official report of Colonel McCook, com­
manded the brigade composed of the Ninth 
Ohio and Second Minnesota, at the battle of 
Somerset, is published. It contains nothing
no doubt his personaj additional to what has already appeared in our 
columns. The day, as already stated, was de­
cided by a bayonet charge of the Ninth Ohio. 
Gen. McCook says:
Seeing the superior number of the enemy, 
and their bravery. I concluded the best mo l
of settling the contest was to order the Ninth 
Ohio Regiment to charge the enemy’s position 
with the bayonet, and to turn his left flank.
The order was given the regiment to empty 
their giinsand fix bayonets. This done, it was 
ordered to charge. Every man sprang to it 
with alacrity and vociferous cheering.
The enemy seemingly prepared to resist it, 
but before the regiment reached him the lines 
commenced’to give way; hut few of them stood, 
possibly ten or twelve.
This broke the enemy's flank, and the whole 
line gave way’ in great confusion, and the whole 
turned into a perfect rout.
The Cumberland Gap.
Mr. L. D. Myers, junior editor of the Mans­
field Herald, who has an appointment in Sher­
man’s Brigade, writes from Camp at Hall’s 
Gap, Lincoln county, Ky., Jan. 28th, as fol-
most inviting. Coffee, sugar, beef, fat hogs, lows in relation to the celebrated Cumberland 
everything of the best, and plenty of it. The 
South may he starving, but the Southern ar­
my is far from it. In clotliingand arms alone 
our troops have the advantage over them.”
Starvation Jean ouly be produced by sur­
rounding such camps as Manassas, and cutting 
off their communication.
The Negroes Prayer.
A Port Royal letter says : “The other day 
an old fellow taken aboard one of the vessels 
was overheard praying vigorously that ‘de Lord 
would bress desed—d Yankees.’ Poor Sambo 
had never heard us designated in any other 
wav, and gave the entire title in his prayer.”
Correspondence of the Banner.
LETTER FROM ILLINOIS.
The Crons and Prices—Money Matters and Taxes 
—The Farmers Blockaded—Farms under the Sher­
iff’s llaininer—End of Republican Rule.
Charleston, III., Jan. 31, 1862. 
Mr. L. Harper— Pear Sir: According to 
promise T write to you at this time.
The people of this county have been blessed 
with bountiful crops of grain and fruit. I will 
give you a list of prices of produce. Wheat 
is from 45 to 50c ; corn, there appears to he no 
regular market for it; when it sells it is from 5 
to 10 cents. There have been a large amount 
of Ilogs shipped from this county at prices 
fromj$l,75 to $2,00 gross.
Money’ matters are extremely tight, so much 
so, that a great many’ will not he able to pay 
their taxes. They receive nothing hut gold 
and silver for taxes. The most of the Banks 
in this state went down last summer.
The Blockade injures the people of the West 
more than those of the East, from the fact 
that the most of their corn and pork went 
South.
This county was settled mostly by Kentuck­
ians. It was formerly an old Whig county ; 
hut in the last presidential election it went for 
the Black Republicans. Last fall at the state 
election, the entire Democratic ticket was elec­
ted by a large majority. By the next election 
there will be hut very few Republicans left.— 
A great deal of land and other property is sell­
ing to pay debts, at very low prices.
I have received the Banner regularly, until 
within the last two weeks. It was a welcome 
messenger. I shall return to Ohio in a few 
weeks. I remain your friend,
Bryant Thornhill.
LETTER FROM KENTUCKY.
SOMETHING ABOUT THE EMPLOYMENT OF 
THE SOLDIERS.
Warsaw, Gallatin Co., Ivy., I 
February 1, 1862. j
L. Harper, Editor qf the Mt. Vernon Banner: 
—Perhaps some of our Knox Co. friends would 
like to know how we arc getting along in Ken­
tucky. There are two Companies of us at 
Warsaw Ky. Co. A under command of Capt. 
Hyatt and company G. under command of 
Capt. JonN N. Cassell. Since we have been 
here we have captured some twenty five seeesh 
prisoners. On the night 6f the twenty third 
of January, Co. G. was ordered to hold them­
selves in readiness to march to Grant County, 
a distance of eighteen miles, to take some pris­
oners ; and about eight o’clock. P. M. we left 
Warsaw and marched until about three the 
next morning, where we arrived at the point 
of destination ; and before seven o’clock, A. 
M. we had under our control sixteen secesli 
prisoners, twelve of whom we hold now under 
guard at this place. Some were said to be of 
the most vicious characters in Kentucky.— 
Well, on the next day we took up our march 
for Warsaw again, rather tired from marching, 
hut so rejoiced over our capture that we al­
most forget our fatigue. There has been some 
very wealthy men taken prisoner in this Coun­
ty, since we came here. Among them was the 
Judge of the County Court here and the son of 
the notorious Humphrey Marshall, who is aid­
ing this vile rebellion. Matters on the part of 
the rebels are very quiet at present, and I think 
will stay eo, while we remain here. It is 
thought that Co. A. and G. will stay here du­
ring the winter. We have very good quarters 
here. We are quartered in the Court House. 
The health of our two companies is tolerably 
good, considered the weather. There are hut 
few under the care of the doctor, at present 
I will have to close; for drill is at hand.
Yours with Respeet, L. G. II.,
O. V. U. S. A.
LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
Tidings from the Fourth Ohio—The Army again in 
Motion—Romney to he Taken Once More—Great 
Activity in Military Movements—Efficiency of 





Great Federal Victory in 
Tennessee!
Fort Henry Captured!
TWO REBEL GENERALS TAKN!
Seventeen Gans and (hie Hun­
dred Prisoners!
THIRTY-THREE FEDERALS KILLED!
Five Thousand Febels iu Flight!
Memphis and Ohio Railroad Occupied:
Full Particulars of the 
Surrender!
Battle and
Visiting New Orleans in Disguise.
The New Orleans correspondent of the 
e Charleston Courier gives the following inter­
esting paragraphs, under date of the 18th 
inst.:
We have a story in circulation, and it seems 
to be pretty well authenticated, that three offi­
cers from the Federal army paid our city a 
clandestine visit, disguised as ovstermen, on 
the ‘<th. What was to he accomplished by 
th® hazardous adventure passes our compre­
hension, unless it was to communicate direct­
ly with the stationary spies here, of whom 
there are many no doubt, and, perhaps, to wit­
ness the spectacle of the celebration of the an­
niversary, falling on Thursday, with a view of 
measuring our military strength. Before leav­
ing, one of them dropped a note in the Postof­
fice to a military officer, with whom he was 
formerly acquainted, bantering him upon the 
laxity ©four guard, and promising another 
call at an early day, under circumstances not 
constraining a masquerade.
Gap:
It is a popular supposition that Zollicoffer’s 
forces defended Cumberland Gap. This is a 
mistake. The road into Tennessee through 
which this portion of our army will pass, is an 
altogether different route from that, and this 
is the one defended by Zollicoffer. Gen. Crit­
tenden, it is supposed, holds Cumberland Gap, 
which is a couple of hundred miles from here 
at the corner of Kentucky, Virginia and Ten­
nessee. It is generally thought that this vic­
tory makes Bowling Green and the Gap both 
untenable, and that a rapid retreat will soon 
he made from each of these places.
£^r“ “ All is quiet on the Potomac.”
Official Report of the Surrender of Fort 
Henry.
Washington, Feh.7.—Secretary Welles haa 
received the following dispatch :
United States Flagship Cincinnati, ) 
off Fort Henry, Tennessee River, I
February 6, 1862. j
The Gun-boats under my command the Es­
sex, Commander Porter: theCarondolet, Com­
mander Walker ; the Cincinnati, Commander 
Stembcl; the St. Louis, Lieut. Commanding 
Paulding; the Con nestoga. Lieut. Command­
ing Phelps; the Tylor, Lieut. Commanding 
Givcrn • and the Lexington, Lieut. Command­
ing Shoeck ; after a severe and rapid fire of an 
hour and a quarter have captured Fort Henry, 
and taken Gen. Lloyd Tilghman and his staff, 
and 60 men as prisoners. The surrender to 
the Gun-boats was made unconditionally, as 
wc kept an open fire upon the enemy until 
their flag was struck. In half an hour after 
the surrender I handed the. fort and prisoners 
over to Gen. Grant, commander of the army 
on his arrival at the fort in force.
The Essex had a shot in her boiler' after 
fighting most effectively two-thirds of the ac­
tion. and was obliged to drop down the river. 
I hear that several of her men were scalded to 
death, including the two pilots. She with the 
other gunboats, officers and men, fought with 
the greatest gallantry. The Cincinnati receiv­
ed 31 shots, and had one man killed and eight 
wounded—two seriously. The fort, with 20 
guns and 17 mortars, was defended by Gen, 
Tilghman with the most determined gallantry. 
I will write as soon as possible. I have sent 
Lieutenant Commanding Phillips and three 
gunboats up after the rebel gunboat.
(Signed) A. II. FOOTE.
Flag Officer.
Camp Kelly, Va., Feb. 2, 1862.
Perhaps before you receive this letter, you 
will have heard of our leaving this camp, 
which is situated about half a mile from the 
North Branch of the Potomac River, and one 
mile from Patterson’s creek Station. But a 
few hours ago we received orders from head­
quarters to draw from the commissary depart­
ment five days rations of provisions.
Our destination is probably Romney. The 
defeat of the rebels is sure if we ever advance 
on that town of secessionism again.
Everything that would signalize a great and 
glorious campaign is seen in our camp upon pures- 
the Baltimore and Ohio R. R. The shipment 
of Provisions is constant, and the arrival and 
departure of troops almost incessant. Not a 
rights, under the con-! P^^s but hundreds of troops are disem­
barked on the line of the B. & Ohio R. R.
The hoys are all anxious for the coming 
strife. All appear to have become tired of 
camp life, and seem willing to brave the storms 
and mud of the Old Dominion for the sake of 
having a fight.
We have the most efficient commissary de­
partment in the service. Assistant-quarter­
master General Hurtt of the Ohio State Jour­
nal, is untiring in hie efforts to supply the 
wants of the troops under his supervision.—
The Governor could not have selected a more 
efficient and energetic gentleman for the office 
than Mr. Hurtt.
Between fifteen and sixteen hundred inval­
ids are in the hospital at Cumberland. In fact 
Cumberland is almost solely converted into a 
hospital. Fourth Onio.
Cairo, III., Feb. 7.
Fort Henry on the Tennessee river surren­
dered yesterday at (wq o’clock, after a deter­
mined resistance. The fight, which lasted one 
hour and twenty minutes, was conducted by 
the gun-hoats Cincinnati, Essex, and St. Lou­
is.
The Cincinnati fired one hundred and twen­
ty-five rounds, and received thirty four shots 
from the rebel guns. Only one man was kill­
ed.
The St. Louis fired one hundred and ten 
rounds. Received no damage. The Essex was 
disabled at the tenth round, by a ball striking 
her boiler. Thirty-two were killed and scalded 
to death. Capt. Porter was badly scalded— 
not dangerously.
Two rebel Generals, one Colonel, two Cap­
tains and one hundred privates were taken 
prisoners.
The Fort mounted seventeen guns. The 
land forces did not reach the scene of action for 
two hours after the surrender.
The Memphis and Ohio railroad bridge, fif­
teen miles above the Fort, has been taken pos­
session of by our troops.
The U. S. Flag on Tennessee Soil.
St. Louis, Feb. 7.
The following is announced from the head­
quarters of the army in this city: Fort Henry 
is ours. The Flag of the United States is re­




W. W. Smith, Capt. and Aid-de-Camp.
Cincinnati, Feb. 7.
The following are the full particulars of the 
bombardment and capture of Fort Henry :
YTesterdav, at 11:30 P. M., the gunboats 
Cincinnati. Carondelet and Essex, the Tylor. 
Conestoga and Legington bringing up the rear, 
advanced boldly against the rebel works, go­
ing to the right of Painter Creek Island, im­
mediately above which, on the east shore of 
the river, stands the fortification ; and keep­
ing out of range till at the head of the island, 
and within a mile of the enemy. Passing the 
island in full view of the rebel guns, we steadi­
ly advanced—every man at quarters, and eve­
ry ear strained to catch the flag officer’s signal 
gun for commencement of action.
Our line of battle was—on the left, the St. 
Louis, next Carondelet, nextCincinnati. which, 
for the time being, was the flag ship, having 
on board flag officer A. H. Foote: and next 
Essex. We advanced in line, the Cincinnati a 
boat’s length ahead : when, at 12:30. the Cin­
cinnati opened the ball, and immediately three 
accompanying boats followed suit. The ene­
my. uot backward, gave ari admirable response, 
and the fight raged furiously for half an hour.
e steadily advanced, receiving and return­
ing storms of shot and shell ; when, getting 
within 300 yards of the enemy’s works, we 
came to a Stand and poured into them right
and left.
In the meantime, the Essex being disabled, 
drifted away from the scene of action, leaving 
the Cincinnati, Carodolet and St. Louis alone 
engaged. At precisely 40 minutes past one 
the enemy struck his colors, and such cheer­
ing, and such wild excitement, as seized the 
throats, arms and ears of the 400 or 500 sail­
ors of the gunboats can be imagined after the 
surrender, which was made to flag officer 
Foote by Gen. Llovd Tilghman, who defended 
his fort in a most determined manner.
We found that the rebel infantry encamped 
outside of the fort, numbering 4,000 or 5,000, 
had cut and run, leaving the rebel artillery 
company in command of the fort to their fate. 
The fort mounted 17 guns, mostly 32 and 34 
pounders—one being a magnificent 10 inch 
Columhiad. Our shots dismounted two of
LATEST FOREIGN NEWS.
The Paris correspondent of the London 
Morning Post says, it is not true, as some 
journals report that the French Government 
has taken any steps to bring about a reconcil­
iation between the North and the South.
It was stated that the French Minister at 
Washington had been furnished with the for­
mal disapprobation of the French Government 
at the conduct of the United States Govern­
ment in choking up Charleston harbor with 
stone, and that he would join Lord Lyons in 
protesting against the act.
The London Times continues its denuncia­
tions of the stone blockade, and asserts that 
the projects of the British Government against 
Bologne in 1804 was a far different thing, 
having been designed to shut in a hostile 
fleet.
The London Morning Post says that matters 
in America are evidently approaching a situa­
tion which the de facto Government of the 
South may claim consideration in Europe.
The same journals say that if, in spite of 
tlie remonstrances against it, other Southern 
ports are served like Charleston, England and 
France will have nothing left for them to do 
hut to interfere.
The Liverpool Post emphatically declares 
that the civil war must be stopped hv media­
tion if possible, by force if necessary.
The London Daily News continues boldly 
to denounce the idea of recognizing the South, 
and says it is time the country should utter 
its voice against it in unmistakable tones.
It is reported that the initiation in pro­
claiming the blockade of the Southern ports 
inefficient, will he taken by France.
The French Government journals contin­
ue to make the worst of the Charleston block­
ade.
The London Times publishes a letter from a 
correspondent, calling attention to the fact 
that the Federal gunboat Tuscarora has in­
fringed and continues to infringe the rules of 
neutrality at Southampton, and calling on the 
Government no longer to tolerate such a fla­
grant disregard of neutral rights.
The pirate Sumter having been ordered from 
from Cadiz, reached Giberalter on the 19th of 
January. During her passage she burnt an 
American hark from Messina for Boston with 
fruits. She also captured the brig Investiga­
tor. of Searsport for Newport with ore, hut 
subsequently allowed her to proceed. Six of 
the .Sumter’s crew deserted at Cadiz and made 
their submission to the American Consul.— 
The Captain claimed them as deserters, hut 
the Spanish offioials declined to give them 
UP- _________ _________
Oath-Bound Societies for the Liberation 
of the Slaves.
A friend has sent us, from Randolph Cou n 
ty. Indiana, an expose of a secret oathhound 
association, composed of Republicans whose 
object is to make this a war tor the liberation 
of the slaves, and to put down hv shooting 
down, if necessary, all who may he outspoken 
against the Abolition plan. A sample of their 
atrocitv was given in yesterday’s Enqxurer, in 
the attempt to murder a Mr. Norton.
’I he oath is a very stringent one, and the 
penalty for violation death. The meetings 
are held out in the way houses, which are ap­
proached through sentinels. They have their 
grips and passwords and signs. Our corres­
pondent attaches more importance to the mat­
ter than we do. The thing will soon die out. 
The evil passions of a multitude can not he 
kept on the stretch for a long time in secret. 
An explosion wi’l take place, and that will end 
the affair.—Ehqxiirct.
Ah ! ha ’ ’. is that it ? are these the men that 
set up the erv of the K. G. C?—well the prob­
lem is solveif, they cried Knights of the Gol­
den Circle in order to detract attention from 
their guns, driving the enemy from the embra-' their own secret and treasonable designs.— 
sures. One of their rifled 32-pounders burst ' Sidney Democrat.
during the engagement, wounding one of their —----------- -------------------
gunners. > Another Charge Against Cameron,
The rebels claim to have had but eleven ef-j The Cincinnati Tmes, a Republican paper, 
fectiye guns, woiked by. fifty-four__men, the gavs that Mr. ex-Secretarv Cameron and not
number all told of our prisoners. They lost 5 
killed and 10 badly wounded.
The infantry left everything in their flight.
A vast deal of plunder has fallen into our ^r. C. beinq deeply interested in rival lines 
hands, including a large and valuable quanti- ■ - —
I he wags in Washington have got up 
a new “plan” which they duh “ McClellan’s.’’ 
It is somewhat as follows: that McClellan is 
waiting for the Chinese population of Califor­
nia to increase to such a vast number that they 
will he able to cross the Rocky Mountains and 
bring up his right wing, by which time the 
Russian Possessions and Greenland will have 
a redundant population, which can be drafted 
down to the support ot the grand left wing of 
the Union army—and that when these great 
events take place, the war will commence in 
earnest! I his is the hotel joke just now, and 
even McClellan listened to it the other day 
with good-natured laughter.
A Good Haul.
The value of the munitions of war captured 
from Zollicoffer’s rebel army at Mill Spring 
and Cumberland river may he estimated as fol­
lows :
Horses and mules............................... $100,000
Wagons................................................. 60,000




Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad.
Philadelphia, Feb. 8. 
The annual meeting of stockholders of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad was held yesterday.— 
Mayor Henry was chairman. The report of 
the directors showed the net earnings of the 
year to be $3,5( 0,000, being an increuse of 
more than a million and a quarter over the 
previous year. A semi-annual dividend of 4 
per cent, will probably be paid in May,
ty of ordnance stores.’
Gen. Tilghman is disheartened, and thinks 
it one of the most damaging blows of the 
war.
In surrendering to Flag Officer Foote, the 
Rebel General remarked, I am glad to surrcn-l 
der to eo gallant an officer.
Flag Officer Foote replied: You do right 
in surrendering; hut you should have blown 
my boats out of the water before I would have 
surrendered to you.
In the engagement the Cincinnati was in 
the lead, flying the flag. Her Pennant was 
the chief mark. Flair Officer Foote and Cap­
tain Stembel crowded her defiantly in the teeth 
of enemy’s guns. She got thereby over thirty- 
one shots, some of them going completely 
through her.
The Essex was badly crippled when about 
half through the fight ; and while crowding 
steadily against the enemy a hall went into her 
port side, forward port, through a heavy bulk­
head, and squarely through one of her boilers: 
the escaping steam scalding and killing sever­
al of her crew.
Captain Porter, his Aide, S. P. Britton, and 
Paymaster Lewis, were standing in direct line 
of the balls passing—Mr. Britton being in the 
centre of the group. A shot struck Mr. Brit­
ton on the top of his head, scattering his brains 
in every direction. The escaping steam went 
into the pilot house, instantly killing Messrs. 
Ford and McBride, pilots, and many of the sail­
ors jumped overboard and were drowned.
The Cincinnati had 1 killed and 6 wounded. 
The Essex had 6 seamen killed: 2 officers and 
17 men wounded, and 5 missing.
no casualties on hoard the St. Louis or Caron
the rebels, is responsible for the unnecessary 
abandonment of Harper’s Ferry and the rebel 
control of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,
charge is that he deliberately contrived to let 
the rebels control that route, in order to in­
crease the business and dividends of the Penn­
sylvania Central Railroad! If so, Mr. Camer­
on is also responsible for the retreat which our 
troops have just been obliged to make from 
Romney, and is no less a traitor, and a much 
meaner rogue than even Floyd is reported to 
he. The latter has been accused of stealing, 
hut he stole for the benefit of the cause he pro­
fesses to love, the former in order to fill his 
own pockets. It is right that he should leave 
the country on an honorable mission, with 
such gross imputations resting upon his offic- 
cial conduct?—Ncic York Times.
Bad Story about a Territorial Governor,
It seems that the flight of John W. Dawson, 
of Utah, was impelled by pressing causes— 
that a woman was at the bottom of his tribula­
tions, lie having got her into serious trouble— 
at least so says the Desert Noxs. He was 
threatened by her friends with the punishment 
he deserved, and attempted to escape. They 
overtook him, gave him a threshing, and his 
companions, in defending him. killed one or 
two of the attacking party an 1 injured others; 
hut wc believe he finally made good his escape, 
Dawson belong to Fort Wayne, Ind., and was 
appointed Governor to Utah in June last.— 
lie propahly had an object far desiring to live 
among tlie Mormons.
The Butler Expedition Preparing to De­
part.
Boston, Feb. 6.—Great activity prevails in 
There were getting off' the Butler Expedition. Several ves- 
i sels are already loaeed or loading with troops 
dolet thouHi shot and shell fell upon them! and stores. The Maine 14th Regiment, 1st 
like rain ~ Maine Battery, 2d Vermont Battery and 4th
The St. Louis was commanded by Cap’ain Massachusetts Battery of the New England 
Leonard Paulding, who stood upon thegundeck ! Division are being embarked to-dav. 
and fought the guns to the last. Not a man 
flinchedT and with sheer upon cheer sent shot 
and shell among the enemy.
Proba­
bly all the vessels will sail the present week.
Gen. Butler’s entire division will consist of 




Sandusky. Mansfield A Newark R.K.
MOUNT VERNON TIME TABLE.
Going South—10:47, A. M.; 2:32, P. M.
Going Aord—8:20, A. M; 3:51, P. M.
Central Ohio Railroad.
NEWARK TIME TABLK.
Going BVsf—12:05, P. M.; 12:05, A.’M.
Going East—5:20, A. M.: 4:30, P. M.
Pittsbargh, Columbus «fc Cin. II. R.
NEWARK TIME TABLE, 
tfoittjr IFcot—12:05. A. M.; 12:05, P. M.
Going East—3:45, P. M.; 5;30, A. M.
Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne and C. R. R.
MANSFtEI.il TIME TABLE.
Trains Going Bre»f. 
Mail and Pass. 10:05 a. m.
Express........... 10:10 p. m.
Thro’ Freight,...4:50 a. m. 
Local Freight,...2:25 p. m. 
S. C. IIickok, Agent.
Trains Going East. 
Mail and Pass. 7:16 a. ni.
Express............. 6:47 p. in.
Thro’ Freight,...2:35 p. in.
“ “ ...8:05 p.m.
Local Freight...8:50 a. m.
COUNTY DIRECTORY.
lion. Thomas C. Jones, Common Pleas 
Judge, 1st subdivision, sixth Judicial District. 
—Residence at Delaware.
Prolate Judge—Thomas V. Parke.
Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas—Alex­
ander C. Elliott.







Commissioners — Wm. McClelland, Jacob 
Bell, J. W. Bradfield.
Infimiaay Directors—Thomas Rogers, Thos. 
Larimore, Ashcl Allen.
School Examiners—Elijah Harrod, Frank 
II. Hurd, Wm. Mitchell.
State Senator—Davis Miles, Chesterville, 
Morrow county.
Representative—Wait Whitney, Brown town­
ship.
Mayor of the City of Mt. I'emon—Thompson 
Cooper.
Mayor of Fredericktown—John B. Roberts.
Marshal of Mt. Vernon—Jaine Axtell.
Lewis’ Photographic Gallery.
Half an hour or more can be very pleasant­
ly spent at any time in the Photographic Gal­
lery of Mr. G. E. Lewis, corner of Main and 
Gambier streets. Mr. L., by his industry and 
talent as'an artist, has succeeded, in the short 
time he has been amongst us, in building up a 
large establishment, and securing for himself 
an immense run of custom. His rooms are 
handsomely furnished, and are decorated with 
the likenesses of some the most distinguished 
personages of this vicinity. Here can be seen 
a full sized and almost living likeness ot the 
late Col. Lorin Andrews, together with the 
Faculty of Kenyon College, Bishops M’Ilvaine 
and Bedell, as well as many of the leading 
citizens of Gambier, ladies and gentlemen. 
Here, too, can be seen likenesses of many of 
the prominent military gentlemen at Camp 
Andrews. Amongst our own townsmen, there 
is a capital likeness of H. B. Curtis, Esq., 
painted in oil colors, and fine photographs of 
Rev. Mr. Bonte, Capt. Rogers, Capt. Carpen­
ter, Rev. Hildreth, Dr. Mvensciier, Dr. 
Beardsley, Adam Pyle, J. E. Woodbridge, 
and many others. There are also handsome 
likenesses of Mrs. R. D. H., Mrs. J. G. P., 
Mrs. J. W., Miss Kate B., Miss Ella II., Miss 
Ella U., little Misses W., H., M., and others, 
And last, though not least, there is an exqui­
site likeness of our own dear little Frank, ex­
ecuted in oil colors, which we prize very high’
ly-
We would advise all those who wish to have 
correct and well executed photographic pic­
tures taken, to call at the establishment of 
Mr. Lewis.
Tlie Peak Family
Gave concerts in this city on Friday, Saturday 
afternoon & Saturday evenings of last week in 
this city, to crowded and delighted andicnces. 
This is unquestionably the best company of 
Bell Ringers and vocalists that has ever visit­
ed Mt. Vernon. Their performances gave un­
bounded satisfaction. We hope our citizens 
will have the pleasure of another visit from 
them ere long.
Dictatorial Powers.
Senator Saulsbury, of Delaware, closed a 
speech in the Senate, on Wednesday last, by 
the following allusion to the declaration which 
had been made in both Halls of Congress in 
favor of the President usurping dictatorial pow­
ers :
What sound is that 1 hear? It is a voice at 
the other end of the Capitol, and in the halls of 
legislation, proclaiming that the President 
should usurp dictatorial powers, not to pre­
serve, but to destroy the Constitution. It re­
verberates in this chamber. “By Heaven,” 
exclaims an experienced aud leading Senator, 
if I was your President, and you would not 
give me the necessary authority, I would usurp 
it, and you might help yourselves.” The cra­
ter forms, Senators pause; preserve the jewel 
of constitutional liberty, though the casket may 
be broken.
Jinkins Describes Mrs. Lincoln’s Dress.
A writer from the Capital, in giving an*ac­
count of the late Presidential Levee, has the 
following item, which may be of interest to 
our lady readers:
“With a single exception, Mrs. Lincoln's 
costume was in equisite taste. She wore a 
dress [decollete) of azure silk, shot with white 
mottled with gorgeous velvet leaves of a deep­
er blue. A shawl of point lace hung over her 
arm, and a point lace berthe of marvelous fi­
brous texture encircled her neck. Her orna­
ments were pearl bracelets and necklace: her 
head-dress of blue and white plumes.”
<£omnttniid Setoff).
Mount Vernon Markets.
Banner Office, ) 






HAY'—Timothy, $6,50 ffp $7,00 per ton.
FLAX-SEED—$1,00.
GROCERIES—Coffee 22 Q 25; Sugar 12 (5; 13; 
Molasses 50 @ 00; Teas SO @ 1,25; Chocsc 6| @ 
7c ; Rice 0 @ 10c.
SUNDRIES—Dried Apples 5c per lb; White 
Beaus 75 @ 1,00; Butter 12|c; Eggs lOo.
Prices of Dry Goods.
Heavy cotton sheetings at the manufacturiesi are 
now firm at 16c. per yard; a year ago they were but 
7Jc. Denims arc lSjc., which a year ago, wero OJc. 
Prints are now sold at 14c., which, a year since, were 
sold at 71 to 8c. There is a glut of army woolcn3 in 
the market, so that the price has fallen 10 per cent 
and there are half a million yards in New York un­
sold.
Legal Notice.
Rufus 0. Stevenson, Plaintiff, 
vs.
Ann G. Stevenson, Evan D. In Knox County Corn- 
Stevenson, Samuel Steven- man Plesa
son, Anne E. Simms, Defen­
dants.
ANN'E. SIMMS,one of the defendanta in tho above case, a non-resident of the State of Ohio, will take notice that Rufus 0. Stevenson, did, on the 27th 
day of November, A. D, 1801, file his petition in the 
Court of Common Pleas, within and for the County of 
Knox, State of Ohio, against the said Ann G. Steven­
son, Evan D. Stevenson, Samuel Stevenson, and Ann 
E. Simms, defendants, setting forth that Abelard Ste­
venson, deceased, late of Knox county, bequeathed in 
his last will, the sum of twouty-fivc hundred dollars, 
from which the support of the said Ann G. Stevenson, 
widow, was to be drawn, and praying that a trustee 
may be appointed to take charge of said fund, and in­
vest it under the direction of the Court; and the said 
Anne E. Simms is notified to appear and answer said 
petition on or before third Saturday after the twen­
tieth day of January next.
RUFUS O. STEVENSON,





Woodward Block, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Having just received large additions to our former 
oxtonsive supply of
Book, Job and Card Type,
From the well-known Foundery of L. Johnson <£ Cd.-, 
Philadelphia, embracing some of the newest and most 
beautiful styles, the uudersigned is better preparod 
than ever to execute
BOOK AND PAMPHLET WORK,
AND IN FACT liVKRT DESCRIPTION OF
|lob tilth Jfrntj CTarh printing,
tXFS’ LLa<2D I33S22
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.
Jackson—J. S. McCamnient, Wm. Darling.
Butler—Jos. Ilammell, Wm. Killer.
Union—Freeman Snow. Wm. Walker, Jas. 
W. Bradfield.^
Brown—J. W. Leonard.
Howard—Paul Welker, Albert Ellis.
Harrison—S. T. Schooler, M. W. Schooler.
Clay—James Elliott, Win. McWilliams.
Morgan—Carey Bell, James Campbell.
Pleasant—Henry McLain, J. V. Park.
College—John Cunningham, Geo. J. W. 
Pearce.
Monroe—R. S. Clements, Jos. Hutchison.
Pike—J. D. Ilammell, R. C. Sweeny, John 
Wise.
Perlin—George Irwin, Jesse W. Condon, 
Jame Cunningham.
Morris—Jno» McIntire, I. L. Jackson.
Clinton—Thompson Cooper, C. C. Baugh, 
Henry Warner.
Miller—Jesse Babbs, Rufus Ward.
Milford—David Pattison, G. F. Beardsley,
Liberty—Arthur Pratt, John II. Tarr.
Wayne—Archibald Greenlee, Wm. D. Bon­
ner, D. S. Be ers.
Middleburg—Isaac Lynde, John D. Buke.
Hdlier—Simon Shaffer, Enoch Nicholls,
Jefferson.—Chas. Miller, Jas. Greer.
NOTARIES IIUBLIC.
Clark Irvine, Mt. Vernon ; Abel Hart, Jr., 
Mt. Vernon ; John L. Parke, Mt. Vernon ; 
Charles F. Baldwin, Mt. Vernon ; Albert M.
St. Valentine.
Friday of this week, the 14th of February, 
is St. Valentine’s day, established solely for the 
benefit of love-sick individuals, and particular- 
! devoted to the sending through past offices of 
delicately tinted and scented missives, elegant­
ly wrought lace-work paper containing senti­
mental poetry, images of cupids, pierced heart*), 
&c., and other nonsensical but nevertheless 
significant things.
The Flood in Nevada.
The great rain storms which flooded the val­
leys of California, Oregon and Washington, 
also reached over the mountains and swept 
through Carson Valley, destroying much pro­
perty and several lives. Nevada papers con­
tain particulars of losses at Washoe, a land 
slide demolishing three houses and burying one 
man. The mills at Gold kanyon were swept 
away, and 250 pounds of amalgam, worth $12,- 
500. At Carson kanyon two saw mills and a 
quartz mill were destroyed, and two men drown­
ed. The storm did great damage at Gold Hill, 
a famous mining locality.
Nothing True in Politics but Democracy.
The people might as well make up their 
minds first as last, to restore the Democracy 
to position. Tlicir loss of position, lost the 
country—it can only be restored bv their as­
cendancy. The tendency in that direction is 
but proof of this. With every democrat call­
ed to position, the country breathes more 
hopefully and confidently. This every body 
knows—every body feels. Then why shut our 
eves to the important fact? If Mr. Lincoln 
was, to-day, to dismiss every Republican 
around him, and call to his advice, Democrats 
of known faith, there would be a general re-
Shoes.
The shipment of boots and shoes by rail and sea 
from Boston to places outside of New England, du­
ring the past week, have been (according to the Shoe 
and Leather Reporter) 5,737 cases. Of these, 3,002 
cases were sent to New York and Pennsylvania, 524 
to tho Western States. 672 to the Border Slave States, 
11 to the British Provinces, and 11 to Hayti. Among 
the Shipments to the West were 1,517 cases for San 
Francisco.
New York Money Market.
New York, Feb. 6.
This P. M. mosey Tule3 firm- 6@fi£ per cent for 
loans on call,*6@7 per cent for strictly prime paper. 
Sterling exchange firm at 112}@113J for merchants 
and 114J@114i for bankers’ bills. American gold 
in good request at 3$@3£ per cent premium. Cali­
fornia gold bars quoted at 3£ per cent premium.— 
Government stocks steady; sales of 7 3-10 Treasury 
notes arc reported atj2 per cent discount.
Allegheny Cattle Market.
Allegheny, Feb. 6 1862.
BEEVES—There were 984 head offered, of which 
375 were sold at prices ranging from 2 to 3§c tjd lb, 
gross. The remainder were left over, and sent East.
SHEEP—About 851 head were offered, and 173 
head sold, at 3,12. The remainder were sent East.!
HOGS—There were 5,127 head offered, and 740 sold 
I at $2,75@2,80 per hundred pounds gross. The re­
mainder were left over and sent East.
! HORSES—There were 32 head offered and alt sent 
i East.
New York Market.
New York Feb. 6.
FLOUR—The market is less active and scarcely so 
firm. Sales 14,10£ bblsat $3 70@575forsuper State; 
_ at the inside
_______ __ _____ ~ cannot ! price; $5 70@5 75for super Western: So 95 @6 lOfor
Fire at Mansfield. gave th;g nat;on_it jg „onc_irr(;tr;evablv , shipping brands extra round hoop Gliio; $6 20(5;6 75
The fire in Mansfield on Sunday evenipg I trone Mcdary’s Crisis 1 for5rade bounds do. The market closing about 5c
, , . P i .. .. . , I ° y ‘ { easier on common grades.
week. burned some frame butldmgs in the rear ; —-------- -------------— > YV I1EAT—There is only a limited demand and the
of Sturges’ Block, then communicated to that ’ -Important Army .Movement in. Western market generally is unchanged. The supply is quite 
Virginia.. ; limited. Sales 4,700 bush Milwaukee club, in lots, at
joicing throughout thecountry, and a lively. ____ ____
hope of a better future. The impression is ve-■ ?6 00@6 05 for Extra State—closing 
ry universal that if the Democracy
save this nation—it is gc 
e e in g ne.— c ry’s risis.
WHITE,





33 per cent discount from uau- 













Prescott's Works, in half-calf, and Library Binding.
Byron. Milton, Burns, Scott. Hemans, Moore, Shel­
ley, Montgomery, Landon, Goldsmith, Ben Johnson, 
Pope, Shakespeare, aud other British Poets, in An- 
tique-mor and Library binding.
Scott's, Bulwer’s and Cooper’s NOVELS.
A good assortment of GIFT BOOKS, JUVE­
NILES, and ALBUMS. Dee 31
building, occupied bv Stocking & Bigelow > . ... . - . , i n i • , o , „„„-----------------
n n ’ r, , t- , ’j Ihe Steubenville (Ohio) 7/eraZrf of the 30th 1’00®b,n™,-^dn Spr,ng at M 3o: LOOO dakeING’?Druggist; Dr. DeGamp, Dentist, Dr. Mitchell, ( stfttes that gince thev f.lih/re of the rebe, Ggn | 1 t-°°?.b"sh red wos' '
B. Burns Law office, and the Sheilel de Ban-1 Jackson to pass between Cumberland and 
Cheat Mountain, andner Printing Office. Total loss about $2,000. 
We are glad to bear that friend Glessner’s 
loss wae but slight, principally caused by his 
type being pied. The fire was the work of an 
incendiarv.
Frightful Accident.
On last Monday night, about half past ten 
o’clock, Mr. Jas. J. Ross and family, while re­
turning to their home, some two or three miles 
down the river, met with a serious accident 
which came near proving a fatal one. It 
seems that the family had been attending the 
concert of the Swiss Bell-ringers, and were go­
ing home in Mr. Ross’s two horse carriage, 
Mr. Ross himself driving the horses, which 
were rather lively. The carriage contained! 
seven persons—Mr. and Mrs. Ross. Mrs. Hen-! 
ry Lentz, Miss Pike, Mr, Ross’s two little 
girls, and a boy named Connor: who is employ­
ed by Mr. Ross. On descending the hill in
get in the rear of the 
latter position, some important movements 
have been in progress. Gen. Rosecrans, it is 
understood, is rapidly concentrating a large 
force of Ohio troops at Grafton. In addition 
to the eight regiments of infantry, with batter­
ies and cavalry, that have passed quietly over 
and gone there, other regiments are follow,un­
til Jackson will find no inconsiderable force in 
front of him, while Lander will be in his rear 
with full ten thousand men, and Milrov will 
lie on his left with six full regiments of men 
insured 4o BgL-ting and dashing ei4tei-pri.-e-.— 
These combinations look to the taking of Win­
chester.
tern at $1 46; 500 bu white Kentucky at 151.
RYE—In good demand at advancing prices. Sales 
20.000 bush at 8G@85J delivered—closing with no 
sellers under 86c.
BARLEY’-—Quiet at 80@90c.
CORN—Tn fair demand for export and home con­
sumption at steady prices. Sales 83,000 bush 65^@ 
66
33L .ZVZKTI5LJS !
For Lawyers, Justices, Banks, Railroads, and Busi­
ness men, kept ou hand, or printed to order, on the 
shortest notice.
JS0T* We solicit the patronage of our friends in this 
department of our business, assuring them that all 
work executed at this office, will give entire satisfac­




Treasury Notes by the Cart-Load
Some curious experimental philosopher, it 
seems, has taken the trouble to measure bodi­
ly a certain portion—less than one-third—of 
the huge mass of government credit which our 
citv hanks in the’last summer and autumn so 
loyally agreed to shoulder. Twenty-one mil­
lions of the amount in Treasury notes at 7.30 
front of the residence of Mr. Curren Blue, the interest, have just been delivered to the banks 
front spring of the carriage gave wav, lettinwfhy Mr. Cisco, the sub-treasurer. They'aire
H. B. Banning, Mt. Vernon ; C. II. Scribner, 
Mt. Vernon ; D. C. Montgomery, Mt. Ver-
lill Miss Pike and young Connor jumped from ' for a cart in which they were taken from 
he carriage and went to the'assistance of Mr. ^ie sub-treasurer's office.
Note—The list of Justices in some of the 
townships appears not to be full : hut that is 
not our fault, but the fault of the public rec­
ords of the county.
Court of Common Pleas.
The Court of Dommon Pleas for Knox coun- 
,ty commences its February term on Tuesday 
Feb. 11th, 1862. It is understood that Judge I remains in 
Hamp-le, of Coshocton will preside. There are j 
about 260 cases on the Civil Docket. The fol- j 
lowing are the names of the
GRAND JURY.
1. John Branberrv,.......... ...... Jefferson.
2. John Wood ruff,........... .............Clay.
3. William Lhamon,........ ..... Pleasant.
4. llenrv Warner,........... .........Clinton.
5. C. S. Roberta, .............. ........ Hilliar.
6. Richard Campbell,..... ..........Uiron.
7 John Ylishev,....... ...... .............Pike
S. David G. Ewers, ..Middlebury.
9. John Harrod, ........................... Clay.
10. Nathan Parwons, jr....... ..........Union.
11. 11. II. Young, jr.......... ........ Monroe.
13. George llardinger................Jefferson.
14. Hiram Ilill,................... .........Clinton.
15. John Marlotv..........  .... ....... Howard.
FETIT JURY.
1. Jawies Page, Sr.............. ....... Monroe,
2. A. II. Darling, ... ........ ....... lackson.
3. Peter Horn,................... ..... Harrison.
4. A. II. Thornhill, ......... ........Morgan.
5. Jacob Baugh................. .........Brown.
6. John Richev,....... . ............ Pike.
7. Elias Bondinot,...., .........Morris.
8. E. B. Shinaberry,........ .......Clinton.
9. Joseph Love...... .......... Berlin.
10. P. G. Beardsley,.,,...... ........ Milford.
11. Carey Bell....... ............. .. ....Morgan.
12. James Headington,...... ..........Hilliar.
h 
t
Ross. The horses ran furiously on, dragging 
the carriage with iis frightened occupants 
about half a mile further, and when nearly 
opposite the residence of Mr. Filmore the car­
riage and horses were upset, into the river, and 
Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Lentz, and the two shildren 
were nearly drowned. Their cries brought as­
sistance, and they were rescued from their per­
ilous situation.
Mr. Ross was seriously injured by his fall, 
his limbs being paralyzed. He was conveyed 
to the nearest house. Mr. Blue’s where he still 
i critical condition, though the 
physicians think he will ultimately recover.— 
Mrs. Ross and Mrs. Lentz were both severely 
bruised, as was also one of the little girls,— 
All of those injured are gradually improving.
The carriage was considerably smashed up, 
one the horses, the most valualde one, we be­
lieve, was drowned.—Zanesville Times.
What a Republican. Paper Says.
We believe, says the New York Evening 
Post, that the experience of the world does not 
show an example in which paper money, made 
a legal tender in payment of debts, did not suf­
fer a depreciation. The very expedient of mak­
ing it a legal tender, and compelling its accept­
ance in all payments, implies that people will 
not voluntarily receive it. You put the stamp 
of depreciation upon it the moment you do this 
—you proclaim that it wants the imperative 
demand of the Government to make it cur­
rent.
Papers.A full assortment.Extra Quality,
Writing Papers,
At WHITE S
dec 31 Book Store.
I^AXCY GOODS,_ Without reference to Cost,At WHITE'S. Sign of the Bio Book.
Pocket Books, Wallets. Backgammon Boards,Chess 
Men, Dominos, Brushes, Combs, Pocket Rules, Ac., 
Ac., Ac. dec 31
WILLI AMI BEAM,
Of the late firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located 
himself on the
East Side of Maili Street, one door 
South of Eippitt’s Drug Store,
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE; trusts 
his friends afid the public gerieiaiiy, will riot tail tb 
find him in his new location, with a good stouk of
2VJETF GOODS 
AT CASH PRICES.
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he slirflS aim to please 
and merit a share of the public patronage.
April 28.1861.
DisMolution of Partnership.
THE partnership heretofore existing between the undersigned by the name of McFarland A Wells, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All busi­
ness of said firm will be settled by J. II. McFarland, 
who will continue to carry on the business in all its 
branches at the old stand. J. IL McFABLAND. 
Dec. 31, 1861. WM. WELLS.f _
EIVER REGFEATOR,
EiZFS 2XTTBSL3,
A RE pure vegetable extracts. They cure all bil- 
lious disorders of the human system. They reg­
ulate and invigorate the liver and kidneys: they give 
tone to the digestive organs; they regulate the secre­
tions, excretions and exhalations, equalize tho circu-
56c for mixed western in store;! CGl'for do delivered.' lation- anrt l’urif>' th® ff’
OATS—rn moderate demand at 41 @42c for Cana- some of which arc Torpid Liver, Sick Head-
iian. Western State. ache, Dyspepsia. Piles, Chills and h cvers, Costiveness
DRESSED HOGS—In good demand. Sales at 4 
(d)4 1-lGe lor western chiefly at the inside price; 4Je 
for city.
LARD—In moderate demand and firm. Sales 
2680 bids at 7J@8Jc.
CT*-
Mercurial Diseases or the pernicious ef­
fects of Calomel can be permanently cured by “ Dr. 
Leland’s Rheumatic Band.” See advertisement of 
“ Great Cure,” in another column.
Save Your Horses.
“We take great pleasure in recommending tlie 
Mexican Mustang Liniment as a valuable and indis- 
jiensable article for Sprains, Sores, Scratches or Galls 
on Horses. Our men have used it for several Burns, 
Bruises, Sores, Stiff Joints and Rheumatic Pains, and 
all say it acts like magic. We use no other Lini­
ment.”,
J. W. HEWITT) Foreman 
for American, Weils, Fargo’s and Harden’s Express.
Gentlemen :—“ I had a negro worth $1,200 who 
took cold from a bad hurt, and was useless for over a 
year: I had used every thing I could hear of without 
"benefit., urqij I tried the Mustang Liniment. It has 
perfectly cured him, and I can now take the above 
for him.” Yours Ac.,
JAMES DORANCE.
Every Planter, Teamster and Family should have 
this invaluable article. Each wrapper will hereafter 
hear the signature of D. S. Barnes, Proprietor. G< W. 
Westbrook, Chemist, with the words “Trade” “Mark,” 
in two Medallions of the Federal Currency. Beware 
of counterfeits. It is sold by respectable dealers ev­
erywhere. Buy of none other.
Feb 11 D. S. BARNES Proprietor, N. Y’.
Ladies Festival.
On Monday evening of last week the ladies 
■of our City gave a Festival at Woodward Hall, 
for the benefit of the soldiers at Camp An. 
drews—the object being, we believe, to raise 
money with which to purchase oil cloth over­
coats. The Hall was crowded with soldiers 
and citizens. The exercises of the evening 
consisted of vocal and instrumental music, and 
a series of Tableaux, illustrative of the camp, 
the hospital and home. These proceedings 
were followed by a supper; but we are sorry 
to sav, owing to the immense crowd present, 
the rations ran out before all were served. “The 
entertainments of the evening” concluded with 
a dance. We hear that the proceeds of the 
Festival were $75—a much smaller sum than 
we had supposed, considering the crowd that 
was present.
Read Professor Wood’s advertisers nt 
in another column.
Distressing Suicide.
On Saturday last Hon. Daniel J. Perkey, 
of Saltcreek township, in this county, put an 
end to his earthly existence by cutting his 
throat with a razor. A Jury of Inquest was 
called by Henry Pomerene, an uncle of Mr. 
Perkey’s testified that he went to Perkey’s 
house on Friday evening, Perkey and him dis­
cussed prolitics until a late hour when he retir­
ed to bed and left Perkey up. In the morn­
ing he asked the deceased how he rested to 
which he replied that he had not rested at all. 
The fact was that he had walked his chamber 
the entire night. Some causual remarks pass­
ed between them when the deceased said he 
m«st. go to the barn and attend to somethin^. 
Was gone about twenty minutes when witness 
iventout to see what detained him. After 
searching for some time found him d ead with 
his throat cut from car to ear. He had taken 
off his hat, coat and neck-handkerchief, and 
apparently had made three cuts with the razor, 
cutting against the spine. Witness testified 
that he had never known him to converse 
more sensibly than on Friday evening and 
Saturday morsing; The immediate cause for 
the rash act is not known. The perilous con­
dition of the country and some other things 
had produced a melancholy in him which has 
been noticed for some time past by his friends 
and neighbors. He was a very sensitive man, 
and greatly inclined to let troubles prey upon 
him. Mr. Perkey was a much esteemed citi­
zen. lie has served the people of this county 
six years m the office of County Commission­
er, and in 18o, he was elected to the State Sen­
ate hom the district composed of YVayne and 
Holmes counties, which office he filled with 
credit to himself and to the satisfaction of the 
people. His untimely death is deeply lamen­
ted by a large family and community "enctal- 
1 He is the fifth man who has elv. committedsuicide in that township within the last two 
years.—Holmes Co. Farmer Feb. 6.
Lost:
On Friday night, January 31st, a gentle­
man’s woolen shawl, of a “mixed red” color. 
The finder will be liberally rewarded by leav­
ing it at this office.
These Women!
The New York correspondent of The Satur­
day Evening Gazette says that a private letter 
has been received from Mrs. Slidell, in Eng­
land, in which the writer states that Ladv 
Palmerston had made a friendly call upon 
that lady, and that Mrs. Huestis, wife of one 
of the Secretaries of the traitor Embassadors, 
and daughter of Corcoran, the Washington 
hanker, boasted that she had money enough 
with her to buy all the French press, and that 
she would yet accomplish it.
———--------------------------------- -
Hon. K. J Jewett.
We learn that the straight Democrats of the 
Ohio Legislature intend as a compliment to 
vote for Hon. II. J. Jewett for United States 
Senator. 1 hev cannot elect him, but the com­
pliment will lie one the Democracy of Ohio 
will heartily approve. Mr. Jewett is one of 
the best Union men in the State, and if it were 
possible^to drive from the Senate such an ul- 
ist as Wade and place therein as true a man 
as Jewett the conservatives of the country 
would hail the commencement of a brighter 
d ay.—Seneca A deerliser.
Dr. Hoback’s Remedies.
YVe publish in another column of to-day’s paper, an 
article copied from the Cincinnati Times, descriptive 
of Dr. Roback’s Extensive medical Establishment in 
that city. By the way, Dr. Roback’s Remedies have 
obtained a great and deserved popularity with all 
classes. It has been but a short time since the Rem­
edies were introduced into our section of country ; yet 
Dr. Brennan, Dr. Roback’s agent in this place, in­
forms us that his sales of tho Blood Pills and Blood 
Purifier now far exceed those of all other medicines 
for which he is agent combined. The reason for this, 
is, that they have stood the test of practical experi­
ence. We know this not only from the mouths of 
others, but we have used them in our family with the 
very best results. For all diseases of the blood, gen­
eral debility, whether proceeding from sickness or 
from natural weakness, indigestion, and all kindred 
ailments, we recommend the Scandinavian Remedies 
as the r«ri/ best medicines extant. They are destined 
to achieve not an emphcral success, but a permanent 
and deservod reputation, which will render them a 
necessity in every family-—apoleou, 0.. Ihorth 11 est, 
March 2.
See advertisement.




IS MUCH MORE EXTENSIY’E and better than ever, and will be sold very low.Feb ll:w8 BARTON STARR.
For great bargains,
In Ready-raacle Clothing,
Go to Busehman’s, 
Kenyon House.
MARRIED—On the 6th inst., by the Rev. Israel 
Davidson, Mr. Addison Coleman to Miss Euiiana 
Bensen, all of Monroe township.
P. P. P.
PARR’S I’RIGKLY PLASTERS.
Thm/ Impart Streiigth—they Annihilate Pain.
" ’ * fpilESE DEDIGIITFUL Plasters
JL yield readily to the motion of the 
body, absorb perspiration, and throw 
off all the offensive coagulated impu­
rities of the system. They should be 
used for all Chronic Pains, Faintness, 
Dyspepsia, Colds, Con3umptiou, Fe­
male Weakness, Rheumatism, Ac.— 
They retain their active properties 
when other Plasters are useless, and 
where applied pain cannot exist. Ev­
ery family should have them. One 
site on cloth, three sizes on leather. 
Sample sent by mail, on receipt of 25 
cents.
D. 8. BARNES, 13 A 15 Park Row 
'N. Y. Ap. 16, ’CI.












To Let or For Sale.
THE former residence of the undersigned, on Gam­bier street, opposite C. P. Buckingham’s, will be for rent or salo, on tho 1st of April. It is a desira-. 
ble and pleasant house, with an abundanco of rooms 
and out-door conveniences.
Also, two small houses, with an acre of ground to 
each, are offered for rent, convenient for business.— 
For terms, apply to tho subscriber.
4; C. M. CAMPBELL.
oi Looseness—are entirely controlled and cured by 
these remedies.
Darling’s Liver Regulator
Removes the morbid and hiilious deposits from the 
stomach and bowels, regulates the liver and kidneys, 
removing every obstruction, restores a natural and
-v-IXxwl V-7X- Oil I<- 1-3 M, iV*
FAMILY MEDICINE,
Much better than pills, and much easier to take. 
Darling’s £>ife Bittsrs
Is a superior tonic and diuretic; excellent in cases of 
loss of appetite, flatulency, female weakness, irregu­
larities, pain in the side and bowels, blind, protruding 
ami bleeding piles, and general debility.
READ fffF FOLLOWING TESTIMONY— 
Jas L. BrumleY. ^ptchast; 184 Fulton street. New
York" writes. August IS, f I have been afflicted 
for years with piles, accompanied with bleeding, the 
last three years : I used
Darling’s Liver Regulator and Life Bit 
ters,
And now consider myself entirely cured."
Hon. John A. Cross writes, “ Brooklyn, March 15,
I860. In the Spring of 1859, I took a severe cold, 
which induced a violent fever. I took two doses of
Darling's Liver Regulator.
Ir broke up mv fever at once. Previous to this at­
tack, I had been troubled with dispepsia for several 
months; I have felt nothing of it since.”
Otis Studley, Esq.. 128 East 28th St.reot,, N. Y'., 
writes: “ August 13, I860.—I had a difficulty with 
Kidney Complaint three years, with constant pain in 
the small of my back, f had used most all kinds of 
medicines but found no permanent relief until I used 
Darling’s Liver Regulator, and Life
Bitters.
I passed clotted blood hv the urctha. I am now 
entirely cured, and take pleasure in recommending 
these remedies.”
Mrs C. Tebow, 11 Christopher Street, N. Y.. writes : 
“ Feb. 20, 1860.—I have been subject to attacks of 
Asthma the last twenty years. I have never found 
anything equal to
Dax’ling’s Liver Regulator,
in affording immediate relief. It is a thorough Livor 
and Bilious remedy.”
Mrs. Youngf of Brooklyn writes, “ February 2S, 
1S00. In May last I had a severe attack of Piles, 
which confined me to the house. I took one bottle of
Darling’s Life Bitters, 
and was entirely cured. I have had no attack since.”
Dr. Westervelt, Esq. of South 5th, near 8th Street, 
Williamsburg, L. I., writes: “August 5, 1860.—Hav­
ing been troubled with a difficulty in the Liver, and 
subject to billious attacks, I Was advised by a friend 
to try
Darling's Liver Regulator.
I did so, and found it to operate admirably, removing 
the bile and arousing the liver to activity. I havo al­
so used it as a
Family Medicine.
When our children are out of sorts, wc give them a 
few drops and it sets them all right. I find it meets 
the general wants of the stomach and bowels when 
disordered.”
Reader, if yon need either or both of these most 
excellent Remedies, inquire for them at the stores; if 
you do not find them, take no other, but. inclose One 
Dollar in a letter, and on receipt of the money, the 
Remedy or Remedies will be scut according to your 
directions, by mail or express, postpaid. Address,
DANIEL S. DAllLING,
102 Nassau st., New York.
ISCi. Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 bottles.
Jan 28:m6.Vtf .4
Administrator’s Notice.
NOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has been duly appointed and qualified by the Probate Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Adminis­
trator on the estate Richard Burket, deceased. All 
persons indebted to said estate are notified to make 
immediate payment to the undersigned, and all per­
sons holding claims against said estate, are notified to 
present them, legally proven, for settlement, within 
one year from this date.
Jan. 14:w3 JOHN RUMMEL. Administrator.
s, is,
(^Successor to McEartand A' Wells.) has Just Opined
N EW
Furniture Rooms,
Main Street, over Ilauk's Saddle and Jlarnet 
Shop, Second Floor, Oppoisite Russell,
Sturges & Co.’s Rank,
WHERE may be found a good assortment of Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet-wire, of their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. All 
work warranted. All kinds of YVoed Turning done 
on short notice and in good style. Country Cabinet 
Makers will do well to give us a call. Wagon Hubs, 
Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, and, in short, any 
thing in wood, can be turned at our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce and Cash, taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at­
tended to. A share of public patronage solicited, 
uec 3i j. ii. McFarland.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION,
PHILADELPHIA.
A Benevolent Institution, established by special Endow­
ment Jor the JieH-ej of ine men uaw 
ted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and espe­
cially for the Cure o f Diseases of the Sexual Organ^.
MEDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a de­scription of their condition, (age, occupation, habits of 
life, Ac-,) and in ease of extreme poverty, Medicine 
furnished free of charge,
Y’ALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and 
other diseases of the Soxual Organs, aud on the NEW 
REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent to the 
afflicted in sealed letter envelopes, free of charge.— 
Two or three stamps for postagos will be acceptable.
AJilrC5«- DR- J- SKILLEN IIOUGHTON. Acting 
Surgeon. TToWarJ *«ociatioi», No. 2, South Ninth st. 
Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of the Directors.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President. 
Geo. Fairchild, Secretary
Philadelphia, I)Fc. ll:y
Grover & Baker, Still Ahead!
rpiIE CONFESSIONS and EXPERIENCE of a
L SUFFERER,—Published as a warning, and for 
the especial beaefit of Youfig Men and those who suf­
fer with Nervous Debility, Loss of Memory, Prema­
ture Decay, Ac., Ac.,’Ac., by orie who'has cured him­
self by simple means, after being put to great ex­
pense and inconvenience, through the use of worth 
less medicines prescribed by learned Doctors.
Single copies nlay bto had of the author, C. A. LAM­
BERT, esq., Greenpoint, Long Islaiid, by enclosing 
a post-paid addressed envelope. Address CHARLES 
A. LAMBERT, Esq., Greenpoint, Long Island N. 
y) " Jan 2S:m2.
Attachment Notice.
Obed Underwood, Plaintiff, ) 
against -
Eli Patterson, Defendant. )
Bofore Joseph Hammel, J. P., of Butler township, 
Knox county, Oliin.
(IN the 31st Of December, A. D. 1862, said Justice7 issued an ordor of Attachment in the above ac­tion, for the sum of one hundred and six dollars and 
seventy cents, which action will bo for hearing on tho 
17 th day of February, 1862.
Jan 28:w3 OBED UNDERWOOD.
Attachment Notice.
Leander Jeffers, Plaintiff, ’) 
against V
Patrick Duffy, Defendant. )
Before C. C. Baugh, J. P., Clinton township-, Knox
county, Ohio.
ON the 14th day of January, A. D. I8C2, said Jus­tice issued an order of Attachment in the above action, for the sum of sixty dollars and fifty cent? and 
costs. Said action will be for trial on the 8th day of 
March. 1862, at 9 o’clock. A.M.
Jan 28:w3 LEANDER JEFFERS.
Attachment Notice.
Obed Underwood, Plaintiff, I Before Joseph Hammel, 
vs. > Justice of the Peace,
Eli Patterson, Defendant. J Butler tp. Knox co. 0. 
N the 26th day of December, A. D. 1861, said 
justice issued at order of attachment, in the a- 
bovo action, foi* the sum of one hundred and six dol­
lars and seventy cents, against said defendant, with 
notice of garnishment upon Enoch Patterson, at mv 




CAN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any____  thing in our line, at Cleleland wholesale prices.I For fine Job Work call at the Ranncr Office, j may 14 MORTON A SAPP.
OLD ESTABLISHED HOSPITAL,
On the French System.
DR. Teller, the old wan's 
friend, and young man's com­
panion, continues to be con - 
suited on all forms of Private 
Diseases, at his old quarters,
! No. 5 Beaver street, Albany, 
IN. Y. By aid of his match- 
| less remedies, he oures hun­
dreds weekly; no mercury u- 
| sed, and cures warranted.— 
Recent cases cured in 6 
days. Letters by mail recei- 
_vod, and packages by Express 
sent to all parts Of the world.
Young men, who by indulging ih Secret Hab­
its, have contracted that soul-subduing, mind-prostra­
ting, body-destroying vice, one which fills our Luna­
tic Asylums, and crowds to ropleton the wards of oub 
Hospitals, should apply to Dr. Toller without dolay.
Dr. Tcilcr’H Great Work.
A Private Medical 1 rcatise, and Domestic Alidtcifsrgj 
The only work on the subject ever published in any 
country or in any langnago, for 25 oents. Illustrated 
with magnificent engravings, showing both sexes, in a 
state of nature, pregnancy, and dolivcrv of tho Festus
—27th edition, over 200 pages, sent under seal, post­
paid, to any part of the world, ou tho receipt of 25 cfcs. 
or 5 copies'for $1. Specie or bank bills perfectly safa 
in a well sealed letter. It tells how to distinguish 
Pregnancy and how to avoid it. How to distinguish 
secret habits in young men and how to cure them.—
It contains the author's views on Matrimony, and how 
to choose a partner. It tells how to cure Goiioirhse.- 
How to cure spine diseases, Nervous Irritation, Des­
pondency, Loss of Memory, Aversion to Society, and 
Love of Solitude. It contains Fatherly Advice to 
YToufig Ladies, young men, and all contemplating ma­
trimony. It teaches the young mother or those ex­
pecting to become mothers, how to rear their offspring. 
IIoW to remove pimples from the face. It tells how 
to cure Leucorrhcea or YYhites, Falling of the YYomb. 
Inflaniation of the Bladder, and all diseafes of tho gen­
ital organs. Married persons and others who desire 
to eseape the perils of disease, should enclose tho 
price of the work, and receive a copy by return inaiD
This book has received more than 5,000 recommen­
dations from the public press, and physicians are 
recommending persons in their vicinity to send for it.
N, B. Ladles in want of a pleasant and safe rem­
edy for irregularities, obstructions, Ac., can obtain 
Dr. Nichol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor’s 
Office, No. 5 Beever street.
CAUTION.—Married ladies in certain situations, 
should not use them—for reasons, sec directions with 
each box. Price $L Sent by mails to all parts of 
the world;
1000 boxes sent this month—all have arrived
safe.
N. B. Persons at a distance enn be cured at home 
by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a 
remittance; Medicines securely packed from obser­
vation, sent td aiiy part of the World. All cases war­
ranted. No charge for advice. N. B.—No students 
or boys employed. Notice this, address all letters to
J. TELLER, M. D.,
Jan. 21 : ly. No. 5 Beever Street, Albany N. Y.^
The Only Preparation
THAT HAS
8TOO35 THE TEST OF YEARS,
And Grows more and more Popular
every day f
AND testimonials, now, and almost without num­ber, might be given from ladies and gentlemen in all grades of society, whose united testimony hone 
could desist, that Prof. YVood’s Hair Restorative will 
restore the bald and gray, and preserved the hair of 
the youth to old age, ifi all its j-ofithful beauty.
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21, 1858. 
Prof. YY'ood : Thee wilt please accept a line to in­
form thee the hair on my head all fell off over twen­
ty years ago, eansod by a complicated chronic dis­
ease, attended with an eruption on the head. A con­
tinual course of suffering through life having reduced 
me to a state of dependence, I have not been aide to 
obtain stuff for caps, neither have I been able to do 
them up, in consequence of which my head has suffer­
ed extremely from cold. This induced mo to pay 
Biggs A Hudgcs almost the last cent I hud on earth 
for a two dollar bottle of thy Hair Restorative about 
the first of August last. I have faithfully followed 
the directions and the bald spot is now covered with 
hair thick and black, though short, it is also coming 
in all over my head. Feeling confident that another 
large bottle would restore it entirely and permanent­
ly, I feel anxious to persevere in its use, and being 
destitute of means to pueliase any more, I would ask 
thee if thee wouldst not be willing to send me an or­
der oil thine agents for a bottle, arid receive to thy­
self the scripture declaration—“the reward is to these 
that are kind to the widow and the fatherless.”
- Thv friend;
•SUSANNAH KIRAP'. 
Ligonier, Noble Co., Ind., Feb. 5, 1859. 
Prof. 0. J. Wood : Dear Sir :—In the latter part of 
tint year 180Z, wunc arujumug thu State mnl-X..' "" ” 
al Law School of the State of New York, iriy hair, 
fropi a .cause unknown to me, commenced falling off 
very rapidly, so that in the short space of six months, 
the whole upper part of my scalp was almost entirely 
bereft of its covering, and much of tho remaining 
portion upon the side and back part of my head short­
ly after became gray, so that you will not be surpris­
ed when I tell you that upon my return to the State 
of Indiana, my more casual acquaintance were not so 
much at a fflss to discover the cause of the change in 
my appearance, as my more intimate acquaintance 
were to recognise me at all,
I at once made application to the most skillful phys­
icians in the country, hut receiving no assurance from 
them that my hair could again be restored, I was 
forced to become reconciled to my fate, until, fortu- 
nfttcb’, in the latter part of tlie year 1857, your Re­
storative was recommended to me by a druggist, as 
being the most reliable llair Restorative in use. I 
tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaction' 
that it was producing the desired efleet. Since .that 
tiine, I have used seven dollars’ worth of your-Resto- 
rative. and as a result I have a rich coat of very soft 
black hair, which no money could buy.
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor and skill 
in the production of so wonderful an article, I bavo 
recommended its useto many of my friends, and ac­
quaintances, who I atn happy to inform you, arc using 
it with effect.
Very respectfully, yours, A. M. LATTA.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by ull dealer® 
throughout the world.
The Restorative is put up in bottles of three sizes, 
iaige, medium and small; the small holds 4 a pint, 
and retails for one dollar per bottle, the medium holds 
at least twenty per cent, more in proportion than tho 
small, retails for two dollars a bottle ; the large holds 
a quart, 40 per cent, more in proportion and retails 
$3 per bottle.
O. J WOOD A CO., proprietors, 444 Broadway, New 
Y’oyk, and 114 Market Street, St. Lodis Mo.
And sold by all good Druggists ami Foney Goods 
Dealers. For sale by JAMES BLANCHARD, 
liiMV 15-v Mt.. Y’cmon Ohio.
Great Reduction in Prices !
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless G#o- ver A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40! ! ! The only Company that manufactures the two varieties of 
Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or Shuttle 
Stitch. Victory after Victory.
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Union ' 
of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler A YVil- 
son's and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker Ma- I 
chines. The Chinese Embassy selected them and all 
well regulated families have, or should have one. be­
cause they make loss noise, are more simple run with 
greater speed, and less frietion, consequently are more 
durable than other machines. They also make the 
most beautiful and clastic stitch or seam, which is 
fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes­
itate to warrant every Machine sold, A word to the 
wise is sufficient. Call and get circular an examine 
for yoursclxes.
YVe are pretty familiar with the merits of tho lead­
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grover A 
Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread Silk and cotton constancy on hand-. 
Also. Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, at the 
MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELLt
Nov. £r, 1860. ______ _____ _______ ____ _
FARftZ 5?O I.EASE.
ftlHE undersigned wiff Leasfe, for the term of three 
| years or more, his Farm, laying adjoining Mt. 
Vernon, containing about 200 Acres. 60 is rich Owl 
Creek bottom.
This Farm is well watered, and admirably adapted 
for Stock or a Dairy Farm.
Dec. 10-2m SAMUEL ISRAEL.
Attachment Notice.
French YV. Thornhill, plaintiff, 1 Before John S. Mc- 
against > Caiiient, J. P., of
YVilliam Patterson^ defendant. J Jackson tp. Knox 
county, Ohio.
On tho 4th day oU.tnhdary, A. D. 1862, said Justice 
issued ah ohder of attsehlhcnt in the above action, for 
the sum of sixty dollars and seventy cents debt, and 
twenty dollars probable costs. Said action will be for 
trial on the 1st day of March, 1862, at 1 o’clock, P, M.
Jan.21:w3» FRENCH YV. THORNHILL.
The New York Weekly Journal of 
Commerce.
A Conservative, Family and Business Paper,
The Cheapest and best Weekly in America !
CONTAINS News from all tho YVorld. the best re­ports of the Produce, Grain, and Cattle trade, Dry Goods and Money Markets.
The fo<t to diworganir.ors North or 
South.
Tho supporter of the Union, the 
Constitution and the Laws.
TERMS FOR ONE YEAR.
Twenty copies or upwards to one address $L each.
Thirteen copies to one address $15. Four copies $6. 
Throe copies $5. Under three copies $2. each.
An extra copy to any one sending a Club of twen­
ty’, With the money.
‘ The Daily Journal of Commyce Junior, issued 
for^he country, is furnished nt $5 a y«ar, in ad\ ance. 
Specimen copies sertt gratis.
PRIME, STONE, HALL A HALLOCK.
7Zt 91 Wall Street, N. Y.
Attachment Aotiee*
YYilliam Arnold. Plaintiff, Y Betoro It. C Sweeny.
> .T. P. ot Pike township, 
Isreal Zolmau, Defendant I Knox county Ohio.
ON the 19th day of December, A. D.. 1861, said justice issued an order of attachment in the
Master Com missinner’s Salei
BY VIRTUE of a 5th Order of sale, issued ollt of the Court of Common Pleas, Within and for tho County of KnoX, and state of Ohio, and to mC direct­
ed, I will offer for sate at the South door of the Court 
House, in the City Of -Mount Yrernon. ito said county, 
on SaturdYiy, the 15th day of Fchrwo -y ISC?, between 
the hours of 10 o’clock. A. M., ah i q iiYloek P. M„ of 
said day. the following described real estate, to-wit : 
Lot number 472 and house thereon, in Sherman’s ad­
dition to Mt- YTernon, Knox county. Ohio. To satis­
fy an order of sale in favor of George Hadley rs- 
Edwafd Tayler ct al. Appraised at $1,000.
D. C. MONTGOMERY, 
Master Corn’r in Kuox eouuty, O.
Jan. 14-5w $3.0(L__________ _ -
TTo Consnmplives.HE adve:tiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks by a very simple remedy, after hav­
ing suffered several years with a severe lung affection 
and that dread .iicease, Consumption—is anxious to 
make known to bis fellow-sufferers the theansof cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre­
scription used (free of charge.) with the directions for 
preparing and using the same, Which they will find a. 
Sure Cure for ConswmAvoV, Asthma, Bronchits, A'e.— 
The only object of the advertiser in sending the pre- 
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread in­
formation which he tohecives to be invaluable, nnd 
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will 
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing,
l’artios wishing the prescript inn will please address 
REV. EDYVARD A. WILSON, 
jan 28:ffi3 YVilliamsburgh, Kings county, N. Y.
jnn
Altaciuttcut Xoticc.
Deter Berry, Plaintiff, Y Before John S. MeCam- 
against j- hient, J. P. of Jackson
YVm. Patterson, Defend’nt. ) tp., Knox eoitnty, 0. 
On the 15th of January, 1862. said Justice issued
an order of Attachment in the above Action, fur the 
sum of seventy-eight dollars arid thirty-five cents 
debt, and twenty dollars probable costs, Said action 
will be for trial on the 15th day of Mafeh. 1.862. nt I 
o’clock. P. M. " PETER BERRY.
Jan 28:w3*
John Adams’ Estate.
, / , e .-uc «... .. ......................... ....... ..... — TVTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has
above action, for the sum of ofic hundred and ninety | J. 1 has been appointed as Administratrix of the es, 
dollars, and forty-nine dollars probable costs, said ’ late of John Adams, latoof Knox county, deceased, 
cause is set for hearing on the 15th daty of Ecbrnnry, l ELEANOR ADAMS, Administratrix,




fisgr Great Inducements to Subscribe."©S
PREMIUMS AND REDUCTIONS.
LEONARD SCOTT &. CO.,
NEW YORK.
Continue to Ro-publish the following British Period­
icals, vis :








BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURG MAGAZINE, 
J’ory.
The present state ot European affairs will . render 
these publications unusually intetesting during the 
forthcoming year. They will occupy a middle ground 
between the hastily written news items, crude specu­
lations, and flying rumors of the daily journal and 
the ponderous'tome of the future historian, written 
after the living interest and excitement of the great 
political events of the time shall have passed away. 
It is to these periodicals that the reader must look for 
the only realiy intelligible anil reliable history of cur­
rent events, and as such in addition to their well es­
tablished literary, scientific and theological character, 
we urge them upon the consideration of the reading 
public.
The receipts of ADVANCE SHEETS from the 
British Publishers gives additional value to these Re­
prints, inasmuch as they can now be placed in the 
hands of subscribers about as soon as the original 
editions.i TERMS—Regular Prices.
Per Annum
For any one of the four Reviews.................. 33,00
For any two of the four Reviews............. 5,00
For any three of the four'Roviews...............  7,00
For all four of the Reviews............................ 8,00
For Blackwood's Magazine................... . ....... 3,00
For Blackwood and one Review.................. 5 ,00
For Blackwood and two Reviews................. 7 ,00
For Blackwood and three Reviews.............. 9,00
For Blackwood and the four Reviews..........10,00
JIMS" Payments to be made in all cases in advance. 
Money current in the State where issued will bo re­
set ved at par.
POSTAGE.
In all the principal cities and towns, these works 
will be delivered, through Agents, Free of Postage.— 
Whon sent by mail, the postage to any part ot the 
United States will be but twenty four cents a year, for 
aekwood, and but /'•urteen ceil* m year for each of
e Reviows.
At the above prices tho Periodicals will bo furnish­
ed for 1862, and as a
Premium to New Subscribers,
The number of the same periodicals for I860, will 
ho furnished complete, without additional charge.
Unlike the more ephemeral Magazines of the day, 
these Periodicals lose little by age. Hence, a full year 
of the Numbers for I860 may be regarded as nearly as 
valuable as for 1862.
Subscribers wishing also the numbers for 1861, will 
bo supplied at the following EXTREMELY LOW 
RATES.
Splendid Offers for 1S60, ’61 and 
’62, Together 1
For Blackwood’s Magazine the 3 years...............$5,00
For any one Review.......... “ “ .............. 5,00
For any two Reviews......... “ ’• .............. 8,00
For Blackwood and one Re­
view............................. ” “ 8,00
For Blackwood and two Rc-
views........................... “ “  12,00
For three Reviews............. “ “ 11,00
For Blackwood and three
Reviews....................... “ “  15,00
For the four Reviews........ “ “ 13,00
For Blackwood and the four
Reviews........................... « “ ........... 17,00
Any of the above works will also be furnished to
-V.ic Subscribers for the years 1856, ’57, ’58 and ’59, 
At One Half the Regular Subscription Prices! 
Thus a Now Subscriber may obtain the Reprints
of the Four Reviews and Blackwood
Seven Consecutive Years for $37 !
H hich is but little more than the price of the Origi­
nal Works for one year.
As wo shall never again he likely to offer such in-
-.411 n«»roonta as ihneo Fiox-o
Now is the Time to Subscribe!
Remittances must, in all cases, he made direct to 
to the Publishers, for at these prices no commission 
can be allowed to agents.
Remittances and commnnieations should always be 
addressed, post paid, to the Publishers,
LEONARD SCOTT At Co.,
51 Gold street, New York.
Blood Purfyer and Blood Pills.
DR. ROBACK’SSCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
HE evidence in the possession ol Dr. Kobaca, 
which is at all times accessible to tho pu ic, es 
tablish the following
EacfS !
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD 
have been Mineral, .
That they euro the almost universal complaint,
Dyspepsia
• And in a very short time.—
That afteraU other medicines have proved useless,
they rcheve<£ijver Complaint,
and restore the health and strength of the sufferer.—
lhat Sick Females,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidity un- 
under their invigorating operation. Thatallsexual dis 
abilities are removed by their cordial and gentle stim­
ulating properties. That they recruit.
Shattered Constitutions, 
however they may have been trifled with and abused; 
that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, and ren­
der it enjoyable. That operating directly upon the 
poison of the disease in the blood, they
Cause Soon to Heal, 
and discharge from the system every taint of Serofula, 
whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Dilapidated, 
and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow­
els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the skin, Glands 
or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or Obstruc­
tions of the Blood or Secretions,
i» which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life has been in­
vaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDINAVIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLOOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of mouth, 
proclaim them to be the very best preparation of the 
kind ever offered to the broken down victims of ill- 
health. They hunt disease through every avenue and 
organ of the system, and expel it thoroughly andper- 
manently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one single 
trial—they are not only better, but in fact cheaper 
than any other Pills, for it takes aless number of them 
to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pnrifi- 
er, §1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the Scandi­
navian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5 
boxes for $1
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Bohaek’s fStomacli Ritters.
A new and delightful Stomach and Cordial, for giv­
ing tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention of 
billions complaints incident to the Western country. 
Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestions and re­
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it Is superior to all other Bitters, Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (1861) the sole 
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the 
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of the 
West, and it is directly predicated upon the wants of 
Western people.
Those Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow­
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which 
they arc composed, and as they are, by allaying un­
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive 
of
Temperance,
the present proprietor bclJbvcs that in making them 
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Roback’s num­
erous Agents, and at Hotels Ac. the country over.— 
In the meantime, orders will be filled direct from Cin­
cinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. It 
is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed in one 
doz. cases. Half doz. sample cases will, however, bo 
packed and sent to any address, if desired.
Retail Price, SI per bottle, or six
for #5.
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourth 
street, 3d building from Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Labratory, No. 22 Hammond street.
For sale in Knox county, by A. W. Lippitt and W. 
B. Russell, Mt. Vernon : D. & D. S. Fry, Centreburg; 
S. W. Sapp, Danville; Montague A Hosack, Freder­
icktown; R. McLoud, Millwood; M. N. Dayton, Mar­
tinsburg ; Bishop & Mishey, North Liberty ; Hanna 
A Mercer, Bladensburg; D. P. Wright, Barbers At 
Douds, Amity ; A. Gardner, Mt. Holly; R. M. Fisher, 
Palmyra; Daniel Veatcli, Mt. Liberty ; John Denny, 
Heller, and by druggisis and merchants generally 




Having Removed to Ho. 10 Buckeye Block,
TRUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him at his new location. He has made extensive ad­ditions to his already large stock of
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, 
Fancy Articles for the Hollidays, 
teds- He shall aim, in Goods, prices, and attention
to please the public. [Columbus, Nov. 20.
John Cochran & Brother
MANUFACTURERS OF
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
Window Shutters, Guards, «fcc.
Ho. 91 Second Street and 88 Third Street,
(Between Wood and Market,) PITTSBURGH, Pa.
HAVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu­lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing 
done at short notice. mar 6
FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
THE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that he con­tinues tho Foundry Business in Fredericktown, Knox 
county, Ohio, where he manufactures and keeps on 
hand a general assortment of
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER-WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve­
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my Foundry will he war- 
wanted to give entire satisfaction to my customers, 
and will be sold at prices equally as low if not lower 
than similar articles can be had in Mt. Vernon. The 
patronage oi the public is solicited.
mar 14 L. D. RANKIN.
In Knox Common 
Pleas.
Leonard Scott At Co. have recently published, 
and now havo for sale, the
“ Farmer’s Guide.”
By Henry Stephens, of Edinburg, and Professor
Norton, of Yale College, New Haven. Complete in 
two volumes, royal octavo, containing sixteen hun­
dred pages, fourteen steel and six hundred wood en­
gravings. Price, in muslin binding, Six Dollars.
This is not the old “ Book of the Farm,” late­
ly ressucitated and thrown upon the market.
[November 29, 1661.
Legal Notice.
Sarah E. Westwell, Plaintiff, 
vs.
Jojmph Westwell, Defendant.
JOSEPH WESTWE1.L, whose residence is un­known, is notified that Sarah E. Westwell did, on the twelfth day of December, A. D. 1861, file her pe­
tition in the office of the Clerk of the Court of Com­
mon Pleas, within and for the County of Knox, and 
State of Ohio, charging the defendant, Joseph West- 
well, with gross noglect of duty, and asking that she 
may be divorsed from the said Joseph Westwell, which 
petition stands for hearing at the next term of Court.
SARAH E. WESTWELL,




Opposite the Weddell House,
J. BRA1NAND, CLEVELAND, 0.
w. n. dfrriiiCE. may 5
Something for the Times!!!
A NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD! !
JOHNS <fc LEY’S
American Cement Glue!
The Strongest Glue in the World
For Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory, 
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
Bone, Coral, &c., Ac., tkc„
The only article of the kind every pro­
duced which will withstand water. 
EXTRACTS.
"Every housekeeper should have a supply of Johns 
A Crosley’s American Cement Glue.”—H. Y. Times.
“ It is so convenient to have in the house.”—N. V. 
Express.
“ It is always ready ; this commends it to every­
body.”—H. Y. Independent.
“We have tried it, and find it as useful in our 
house as water."— Wilkes Spirit of the Times.
Price 25 Cents per Bottle.
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers 
TERMS CASn.
JE®" For sale by all Druggists and Storekeepers 




(Corner of Liberty Street,) NEW YORK.







THE January number will commence the Ninth Volume of this Magazine. Its very large and still increasing circulation, is gratifying evidence of 
public approval, and no industry will be spared to ren 
dcr the forthcoming volume adequate to the require­
ments of times so pregnant with great events as those 
of to-day. The life of the Republic, the best inter 
csts of the nation, demand of literature, a manly and 
generous action, and the conductors of this journal 
will remit no efforts in enlisting the best talent of the 
country to support with vigor and eloquence those 
opinions and principles which brace the great public 
heart to stand firm on the side of Freedom and Right 
An elevated national American spirit will always be 
found illustrated in these pages. The Atlantic Month­
ly will never give other than the best literature, and 
it will be the constant aim of its conductors to render 
its variety greater and its attractions better each 
month than the last.
Among the contributions already already in hand for
1862, the following will commend themselves as suffi­
cient inducements for every family to provide the 
forthcoming numbers for household reading.
Professor Agassiz will begin in the January num­
ber a series of articles on Natural History, and other 
kindred topics, to be continued from month to month 
throughout the year. The name of so distinguished a 
a man of science in connection with this announce­
ment, is a sufficient guaranty of the great benefit to 
be derived from his monthly contributions.
A New Romance by Nathaniel Hawthorne, will 
appear in the pages of the The Atlantic Monthly early 
in the year.
A New Story by yielate Theodore Winthrop, au­
thor of " Cecil Dreeme,” will bo commenced in the 
January number.
Dr. George B. Winthrop, well knswn for his re­
markable experience in Gymnastics, has written for 
The Atlantic “The Autobiography of a Strenth Seek­
er,” giving an account of his method of training for 
feats of strenth, with advice on matters of Health.
Tho author of "Life in the Iron Mills,” and “A 
Story of To-Day,” will contribute a series of Tales du­
ring the year.
Articles by Professor James Russell Lowell, on 
topics of national interest, will appear frequently.
Bayard Taylor has written a story which will he 
printed in February number.
The Staff of Writers in Prose and Poetry contribu­
ting regularly to the Atlantic Monthly, comprises, 
among its popular names, tho followin
James Russell Lowell, 
Henry W. Longfellow, 




Author “ Life in the Iron 
Mills,” Ate.








Mrs. II. B. Stowe,
Harriet Martincau,
Charles Reade,
“ The Country Porson,” 
Rose Terry, 
llarrit E. Prescott,
Rev. Robert T. S. Lowell, 
J. T. Trowbridge.
Terms of Subscription.
Three Dollars per annum, or Twenty-Fivo Cents a 
Number. Upon the receipt of the subscription price, 
the Publishers, will mail the work to any part of the 
United States, prepaid. Subscriptions may begin 
with either the first, or any subsequent number. The 
pages of the Atlantic are stereotyped, and hack num­
bers can be supplied.
CLUBBING ARRANGEMENTS.—Subscribers to 
pay their own postage. Two Copies for Five Dollars: 
Flvo Copies for Ten Dollars; Eleven Copies for Twen­
ty Dollars. Postage 36 cents a year.
Inducements for Subscribing.—Lists of Premi­
ums, Ac., furnished on application to
, J-^ ENOR A FIELDS, Publishers,
135 Washington St., Boston.Dee.
No. 5 WATER STREET,
(franklin buildings)
CLSVBLASO.0.OKOSQE A. DATI8, B. F. PBIXOTTO.
R. DIBBLEE, J. C» WORK. L.C. MOORE
HENRY P. WARDEN,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
Importers and Jobbers of
Staple and Fancy Kry Goods,
97 Chambers a 79 a 81 reade st., n. r.
w Wm. SCHUCHSVI/mrS 
Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving
and Printing Establishment,
Bnvnq Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.ONDS and Coupons, Certificates of Stock, Diplo­
mas, Drafts Notes Checks, Maps, Bill and Let­
terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels 
Business and Visiting Cards, Ac., executed in the 
best style, at moderate terras.
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the 
Ohio and Penn. State Agricultural Societies, 1852 
1853, 1854, 1855 and 1856. __ July 14. ’
Attachment Notice.
William Perkins, Plaintiff, j Before SimonMShafer, 
vs. > J- P- of Hilliar township
Joseph Eaton, Defendant.. J Knox county, 0.
N the 21st day of November, A. D., 1861, said 
Justice issued an order of Attachment in the
above action, for the sum of thirty-five dollars and 
sixty-four cents. WILLIAM PERKINS.
Dec 31:w3*
0:
A SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef, just received at the Old Corner. G. M. FAY.Feb 25:y
DEEDS, MORTGAGES, QUIT-CLAIMS, and in fact all kinds of Blanks, for sale at this Office.
’’ Y &W WWW
The Stars and Stripes Triumphant!
The Rebellion Completely Squelched!
OUR COUNTRY SAVED!
I^VERY DAY brings fresh tidings of the success of the Union cause, and every day brings fresh arrivals of GROCERIES.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, hut 
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful 
to the public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of the same, and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by selling goods cheap, and fair dealing at the 
Old Corner. G. M. FAY.
Nov. 26, 1S61.
I Round to Blaize !WISH it distinctly understood that wo have no connection with any other house in this city, hav­
ing purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid 
him for it; he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove 
the same. [feb 26] G. M. FAY.
A QUANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheesejust received at the Old Corner.
Nov. 26 G. M. FAY.
cALL AND SEE those nice cheap Sugars, before purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner, 
nov 26 G. M. FAY
NOTICE
To the Farmers of Knox County,
And the Rest of Mankind!
ALL you that have good WHEAT, and do not wish to sell it at the present prices, then bring it in to 1 the EAGLE STEAM MILL, and have it ground—it 
will pay you to do so. When we have money we buy 
your Wheat, and pay a fair price for it, and when we 
cannot do so we want to grind it for you and let you 
have the profits on it. You can sell all your Flour 
that is made at the Eagle Mill in the City of Mount 
Vernon, which is the best market you can ask for.— 
We make the best Flour that is made in Knox county. 
We do all kinds of CUSTOM WORK, and guarantee 
satisfaction. We take less for grinding than any oth­
er mill in the county. Then bring on your Wheat, 
and all other grain. We want to grind for every far­
mer in Knox county, and all others that may give us 
a call. J. W. RUMSEY At Co.
Mt. Vernon, Nov. 25, 1861.
CDA1R AND BEDSTEAD MAXLTACTORY,
Opposite Woodward Block,
MOUNT VERNON, 0.





„ „ FRANK u. IICKII
R. C. HURD & SON,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
mar 12-tf MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
HORACE WELSH
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties that he is the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which he hesi­
tates not to say is the
Best Washing Machine 
now in use in the country. These machines are man­
ufactured by that superior workman, L. M. Fowler, 
and are sold at extremely low prices.
Read the following certificate of persons well known 
in this community :
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Feb. 4, 1861. 
Wc, the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er's Union Washer as one of the most deirable imple­
ments of household economy; and believe that it 
stands unequalled for ease of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health of the operator, freeing them from the injuri­
ous effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and inha­
ling into the lungs the nauseating and health destroy­
ing fumes of the Wash.
WITH YOU OSCE MORE!
JOHN W. POWER,
AFTER an absence of many months, during which time he has been following his profession of Pho­tographist and Ambrotypist in the principal galleries 
of Fine Art in the South and West, has returned to 
Mt. Vernon, and opened his
Union G-allery of Art,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him im 
mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus­
sell, Sturges A Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver­
non, where he is prepared and furnished with the 
means of executing his art in a manner not to be sur 
passed by any artist in the land,
Life-Sized Photographs,
Painted in oil colors, by the best artist of the North 
W est, Amhrotyes of all sizes, from minature to the 
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the 
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, 
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His 
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the 
day, and in all kinds of weather, having been prepar­
ed under his immediate supervision. He feels confi­
dent that, nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal­
lery of Art, Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all 
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri­
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to 
call at the Union Gallery of Art.
fPAj" Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus­
sell, Sturges At Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
June 25th. 1861. tf.
3Tort Sumter Evacuated.
THE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United States does not say that K. Vl'ILLOX has evacuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects to 
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various 
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made 
to order on short notice, and as durable as can be done 
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun­
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern 
fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man­
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo­
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their 
liberal support heretofore received, he solicits a con­
tinuance of tho same, and asks as many new ones as 
feel they can trust him with their work.
ap 9:tf E. WILCOX.
daniel McDowell,
flVAKES pleasure in announcing
_L to the citizens of Mt Vernon and 
vicinity, that having been in the bus­
iness for 39 years, in this place, he 
continues to manufacture CHAIRS 
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip­
tion, at his stand in Banning’s Build­
ing where he hopes, by making good 
work, and selling at low prices to re­
ceive a continuation of the liberal 
patronage that has heretofore been extended to him. 
All his work is made of the very best material, and 
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The 
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
jy 12: ty _____________
W. L. BANE,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Jri.r' OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Hos­
mer Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bunk.
Nov. 5-tf.
JOHN ADAMS,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
■And Notary Public, 
jEsP OF! ICE—In Ward's New Building,
w i „M0UNT VERNON, OHIO.March 11-tf.
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
The Union and Constitution Forever!
AX>. BEACH
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them with FRESH MEATS, every Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday, at his elegant Marble Hall Meat Shop, on 
Main street, three doors South of Gambier. He will 
keep on hand the best kind of BEEF, VEAL, MUT­
TON, PORK, SAUSAGE, all in their season. Be 
sure and give me a call, at Marble Hall, where I shall 
treat you all, both great and small, to the nicest meat 








Geo. W. Jackson, 
mar 5:tf
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett, 
J. B. Staunton, 
Helen M. Staunton, 





An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents 
to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CLILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly frcilitates the process of teething, by 
softening the gums, reducing all inflamation—will al­
lay all pain and spasmotic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Bowels.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your- 
selve. and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, bnt invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost invariably relieve
Griping in the Bowels and 117)1(7 Colic 
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem­
edied. end in death. We believe it is the BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases 
of DYSENTERY and DIBRRCEA IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints 
—do not let your prejudice ortho prejudices of others 
stand between you and your suffering child, and the 
relief that will be SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE 
—to follow the use of this medicine, if timely used.— 
Full directions for using will accompany each bottle. 
None genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS At 
PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines in 
Knox county.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar street, N. Y. 





IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR
RHEUMATISM, GOUT & NEURALIGIA
AND A SURE CURE FOR
All Mercurial Diseases.
IT is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a medicated compound, to be worn around the Waist, without injury to the most delicate person; no change 
in habits of living is required, and it entirely removes 
the disease from the system, without producing the in­
jurious effects arising from tho use of powerful inter­
nal medicines which weaken and destroy the consti­
tution, and give temporary reliefonly. By this treat­
ment, the medicinal properties contained in the Band, 
come in contact with blood and reaches the disease 
through the pores of the skin effecting in every in­
stance a perfect cure, and restores the parts afflicted 
to a healthy condition. This band is also a most pow­
erful Anti-Mercurial agent, and will entirely re­
lieve the system from Coe pernicious, effect of Mercury. 
Moderate cases are cured in a few days, and we are 
constantly receiving testimonials of officacy in aggra­
vated cases of long standing.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or can 
be sent by mail or express with full directions for 
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin­
cipal office.
No. 409 Broadway, New York.
G. Smith «C Co. Sole Proprietors.
N. B.—Description Circulars Sent Free. 
ffcPC Agents Wanted Everywhere "'@3^
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ISAAC A. ISAACS,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
FOIl MEH AND BOYS’ WEAK.
IMPORTER and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Ves­tings, Tailor’s Trimmings and Furnishing Goods. Also, sole agent for the sale of
Singer’s Celebrated Sewing Machines,
and Storr’s Automoton Pressman, and dealer in Sew­
ing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads, Ac.
Isaac fL. Isaac’s Union Hall,
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 0 
Nov 26:y
USTICE’S BLANKS, handsomely printed, for 




Wholesale and Retail Dealer
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
Paints, Oils, VamiNhes, 11 rushes and Dye 
Staffs,
PURE WJNES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,






COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MANUFACTUBEH OF
BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre­
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1S60.
Mt. Vernon Female Seminary
WE hereby announce a new arrangement in the Boarding Department of the Institution.— Young ladies boarding in the family will aid to some 
extent in the domestic work of the family. The por­
tion of time allotted to each pupil will not exceed 
half an hour per day. Instead of retarding it will 
rather facilitate their progress in study, by its invig­
orating influence; and largely lessen the expense.— 
We propose to furnish Boarding (fuel included) and 
instruction in all the English Studies and Latin, at 
$110 per annum. MRS. R. R. SLOAN.
Sept. 24, 1861.
Land Warrants.
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sending them to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two hun­
dred and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by 
the land entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend­
er being rendered doubly safe, for having tho benefit 
of the settlers improvements and selection of tho finest 
lands in tho West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
June 30. Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
BOOTS AND SHOES. 
Home Made W'ork. 
CHARLES WEBER,
MAIN STREET, EAST SIDE, NEARLY OP­
POSITE THE LYBRAND HOUSE.
WE keep on hand and for sale, an assortment of Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of good stock and workmanship. Particular attention 
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed 
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco, 
Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, made to order 
on short notice.
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock 
and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of 
French and Spanish Upper Leather used.
ITS' Remember the place. sept 10
Custom Work.
PARTICULAR attention paid to manfacturing Measured Work and Repairing done on the shor” test notioe. [may 14] MORTON At SAPP.
MEDICAL.
THE subscriber respectfully informs the communi­ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set­tled in said place as a regular practising Physician, 
having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits 
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie­
ty. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner of Main 
and Gambier streets, entrance between Gaunt At Co. 
and Munk’s stores.
Country calls promgtly attended to.
July 23:tf JANE PAYNE, M. D.
UZEJ-WIS’
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desire to inform the public that my
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
;ARE COMPLETED!
AND NOW OPEN for the reception of visitors.— It is needless to comment upon my work, as it recommends itself. I make Photographs from small 
miniatures to LIFE SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
Water Colors, or India Ink.
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotypc of 
a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en 
larged to any size and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of 
the public this important branch of Photography. I 
employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged 
best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at 
my Gallery.
AIIBR ©TYPES
And aM small work done on short notice. We extend 
a cordial invitation to all to call and oxamine Speci­
mens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt <t Co.'s Store. Entrance same as Dr 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. Tho class of pictures termed 25 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
nov 13-lv. N. E. LEWIS.
WILLIAM DUNBAR,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
corner of Main and Vine Streets, in the room former­
ly occupied by M. H. Mitchell. je 14
HENRY R. MITCHELL. 
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
And Notaky Ptbi.ic,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North side of Kremlin Block. 
August 28, lS60-ly.
CHARLES F. BALDWIN, 
Attorney at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur­
ing all Claims entrusted to his care.
C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
will attend to such business as is authorized by hie 
commission, with promptness and despatch.
April 10th, lS69-6mo.
EMMET W. COTTON,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
Will attend to all business intrusted to him, In any
of the Courts.
OFFICE—N. E. corner of Main and Gam­




OW RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the 
Big Chair, over Sperry’s At Co.’s Store, the
Largest and Best Stock of Furniture’
Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting i* part 
of
SOFAS. TETE-A-TETES, LOUNGES, 
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES,
CHAIRS, CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS, 
STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every 
thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also 
keep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton, 
and Husk
Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Pillows.
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, the best in use.— 
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames 
made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk At Crane’s Patent 
Burial Cases, and will keed them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my stock 




BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
flAlIE undersigned respectfully announces to the1 citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, 
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is now 
prepared to offer superior inducements to those who 
wish to purchase
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
BOOK-CASES, CENTRE, PIER and
DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
MATRASSES, ic., Ac.
And in fact every article to bo found in a first-class 
Furniture Waro-room. I will also make to order any 
article that may be called for. I amploy the very 
best workmen to be had, and every article sold will 
be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal 
patronage heretofore extended to me.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
IXDEStTAKI.VG.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking Bu­
siness, and having an elegant IIEABSE is prepared 
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins 
made to order, in the best style, and on the shortest 
notice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms, 
in Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block, Mt. 




4.KES pleasure in an­
nouncing to his friends 
and customers that he still 
continues to keep for sale 
the very best Beef, Mutton, 
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at 
his cellar, on the corner of Main and Vine streets, un­
der Clark's Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT, 
and by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continu­





TO the citizens of Knox County, I would return my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to me since I became proprietor of this House, and for 
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make the 
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this 
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi­
vided attention for their comfort, while they remain 
my guests. J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.








EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
----IN----





equal to any in
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
AND AT
LOWER PRICES.
Every Article made by Hand and Warranted.
Cabinet-Makers
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND 
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished at the shortest notice.
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street, 
mar 17 PITTSBURGH.
JOSEPH PENNOCK. NATHAN F. HART.
PENNOCK & HART,
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell & Co.]
Fulton
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
A CONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and Ranges, Stoves and Grates, W agon Boxes, all sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea 
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes, 
Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings 
made to order. Pittsburgh, Apr. 7:tf
Taylor, Griswold A Co.
Dealers in all kinds of Foreign and Domestic
STAPLE AND FANDY DRY GOODS,
ALSO
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &c.
'AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cleveland, April 6:y
For fine Job Work call at Mie Banner 0®ee.
Coach and Carriage Factory,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, O.
WILLIAM SANDERSON
RESPECTFULLY informs the public and hi:friends that he continues to manufacture Carri ages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagons, 
Sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles of 
finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also be 
attended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use 
in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em­
ploy none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident 
that all who favor me with their patronage, will be 
perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my 
work will be warranted.
Purchasers are requested to give me a call be­
fore buying elsewhere. Mar. 20:tf.
A CARD.
THE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old 
friends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish them 
with any thing in the lino of business they are to be 
supplied with at this place. The same business is 
continued here as you will see by advertisement..
Come on Farmers and all others and support home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
FURLONG~FOTTNDKY.




Monnt Vernon Iron Harvester,
THE most simple in construction and perfect in its operation, the lightest in draft, and loast liable to get out of order of any in use. Now if farmers of 
Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and try
Furlong Foundry.
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above 
representations will be realized or no sale. Also,
Sugar Mills with IL D. Evans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, 1869. These mills are heavy 
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexcel­
led by any in these parts ; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any pat- 
tent yet in use, and is so constructed, that tho fur­
nace part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cooking 
vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over oth­
ers for convenience, has to be seen and used to be 
properly appreciated. Those wishing to purchase 
will be hut wise to examine this before buying else­
where.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the vari­
ous styles and descriptions made and repaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Hiscr right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, Ate., 
Ate. Also, Scrapers with cast points, an excellent 
article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac., to order*
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24 M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
Monnt Vernon
WOOLEN FACTORY!
THe Subscriber would call the attention of the pub­lic to tho fact, that the Old Lucerene Factory is remowed to Mt. Vernon, at
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.
And it is being fitted up with good Machinery for do­
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to 
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimerc, 
Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by the 
Yard.
Also, Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls and
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work war­
ranted done in the best manner and as cheap as the 
cheapest.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lucer­
ene and work returned. H. E. WILKINSON. 
June 19.
SAMUEL ISRAEL. JOSEl’H C. DEVIW
ISRAEL &■ DEVIN,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
them, and especially to collecting and securing claims 
in any part of the state of Ohio.
OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
County Bank. Dec. 7-tf.
D. C. MONTGOMERY, 
Attorney ut Law.
Main Street, Below the Knox County Bank. 
MT. VERNON. OHIO.
Special attention given to the collection of claims, 
and the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
I HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:640 across in Osage county, Missouri.605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
302 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 aero lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio, 
mar 1
SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS.
A! DEVOE & HUBBELL,NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that they are now prepar­
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash. Doors 
and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all work 
required in house finishing. We shall use the very 
best material, and will warrant all our work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. march 20.
J. B. MILLER^
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, &c.,
No. 109 main st., cp Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
GILDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOW Curtnins, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures fram­
ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.— 
Stenceling in paper or metal neatly executed.
P. S. Block letters to order. May 22.1860.
.IMBRO’fYPES AND MELAIKOTYPtS.
G. A. McIIONALEI.
^(UCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully 
announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vi­
cinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes A
Melninotypes, in the best style of art, at his rooms in 
Woodward Block. From a long experience in busi­
ness he flatters himself that he will give entire satis­
faction to all who may favor him.with business. Prices 
as low as the lowest. Please give me a call before 
engaging pictures elsewhere. [may 1 tf.
New Firm.
Root, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
MORTON A SAPP
RESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount \ ernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar­ed to suit every one in their line of business, at prices 
that cannot bo sold under.
GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all 
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, wo 
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the 
latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps; and 
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Morton <U Sapp’s Root and Shoe Store,
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. may 14
CABINET BUSINESS.
Joseph s.
TAKES pleasure in announcing to die citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues'to carry on the
Cabinet Making Business.
in all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of 
Main streot, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where 
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads, 
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals whence • 
«r called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand and 
made to order. J. 8. MARTIN.
feb. 8: tf
Dr. D. McBRIAR.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, 
200 cleared, and under good state of culti­
vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling house, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good ^tables, 
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in 
Morris Township, Knox Go. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3£ miles from Frede­
ricktown. Said premises are well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all 
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to 
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
jan 22-tf DAVID BRADDOCK.
300
Bown Tetley,
NO. 136 WOOD STREET, PITTBURGH,
Rifle Manufacturers,
IMPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar­rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma­terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the 
manufacturers, a splendid assortment of Colts Re­
peating Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of 
which we Will sell for cash at as low prices as they 
can b« bought in the city of New York. Persons go­
ing to Australia and California will find that they 
can do better by purchasing their equipage at home, 
than they can among strangers—as we give persons 
a chance to try any of the above pistols before leav­
ing the eity, and in case of a failure we refund tho 
money.
Sept. 11-tf. BOWN A TETLEY.
W. P. COOKE & to.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
Leather, Hides and Oil,
SHOE FINDINGS, 
SHEEP PELTS AND WOOL,
No. 35, Water Street,
CJLEYKIjANa, OHIO. 




,TOB PRINTINGIf exeouted at this office. kinds neatly and cheap-
Surgeon X^oxxtiot,
WOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt Yrcrnon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per­manently located in Mt. Y’ernon, for the purpose of 
practicing his profession in the best and most sub­
stantial style of the art, and I would say to those who 
may favor me with their patronage, that my work 
shall and will compare both in beauty and durability 
with any in the State. I would also say to those who 
aro afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am pre­
pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under any 
form. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or an­
trum. All operations warranted, and moderate char­
ges. I havo taken a lease of my present suit of 
rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years with the refusal 
ol ten. The best of references can be given.
[June 19, 1860.
REMOVAL.
DR. C. M. KELSEY’,
DENTIST,
HAS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay­lor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the vari­
ous duties of his profession with an experience of over 
16 years constant practice, and an acquaintance with 
all the late improvement in the art, he feels confident 
of giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the 
profession warranted to be exercised in every case.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately pro­
cured from the east.
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A
Co’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
April 19, 1859-tf
SASH, DOORTaND BLJND '
FACTORY!
/EIHE Subscribers would inform their friends and
JL the public generally, that they have removed 
their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, West of 
High Street, where, in connection with S. Davis, they 
keep on hand and manufacture to order on short no­
tice,
Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. 
We would ask for a new firm a continuance of the pa­
tronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON. 
Mt Y’ernen, 0., June 12, 18M.
